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BEFORE THE NORTH CAROLINA 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT COMMISSION 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

AVX CORPORATION, 

 

                           Petitioner. 

 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

 

AVX CORPORATION’S REPLY  

TO NCDEQ’S RESPONSE  

TO AVX PETITION FOR 

DECLARATORY RULING 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

AVX Corporation (“AVX”) respectfully submits this Reply to the North Carolina 

Department of Environmental Quality’s (“NCDEQ”) November 7, 2019 Response (“Response”) 

to AVX’s Petition for Declaratory Ruling (“Petition”). 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

AVX’s Petition is properly before NCDEQ and the North Carolina Environmental 

Management Commission (“EMC”) and is ripe for a declaratory ruling.  The Petition should be 

granted for the following reasons, as discussed more fully below: 

 

• AVX seeks an interpretation of two of NCDEQ’s Registered Environmental 

Consultant (“REC”) Rules, and of NCDEQ’s REC Statute, as applied to a given 

set of facts.  The relief AVX requests is specifically authorized by N.C.G.S. § 

150B-4. 

• NCDEQ and the EMC have jurisdiction to rule on AVX’s Petition because AVX 

properly submitted its Petition to both NCDEQ and the EMC pursuant to 

N.C.G.S. § 150B-4 and 15A N.C.A.C. 2I.0600 et seq.  If the EMC declines to 

rule on the Petition, NCDEQ must do so as required by N.C.G.S. § 150B-4. 

• The narrow set of facts on which AVX seeks an interpretation from NCDEQ and 

the EMC are not in dispute.  The facts are conceded in NCDEQ’s Response and 

are based on NCDEQ’s own conclusions with respect to Corning Incorporated’s 

(“Corning”) egregious misconduct. 

• The issue before NCDEQ and the EMC – whether the REC Rules require 

NCDEQ to take enforcement action against Corning – will not be resolved in 

Federal Court. 

• AVX’s activity on its property located at 3900 Electronics Drive in Raleigh (the 

“Property”) since 2016, though completely appropriate, has absolutely nothing to 

do with the issue before NCDEQ and the EMC, and cannot be a reason to deny 

AVX’s Petition.  AVX’s Petition only has to do with Corning’s false statements 

and Certification that Corning submitted to NCDEQ in 2013. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. N.C.G.S § 150B-4 AUTHORIZES AVX’S PETITION. 

NCDEQ incorrectly argues that AVX’s Petition is improper because it is not authorized 

by North Carolina General Statute § 150B-4.  In truth, AVX’s Petition requests precisely the 

relief authorized by Section 150B-4, which allows an aggrieved person1 to obtain a declaratory 

ruling from any agency in North Carolina, including NCDEQ.  Section 150B-4 reads in pertinent 

part: 

§ 150B-4.  Declaratory rulings. 

(a) On request of a person aggrieved, an agency shall issue a declaratory 

ruling as to the validity of a rule or as to the applicability to a given state of 

facts of a statute administered by the agency or of a rule or order of the 

agency.  Upon request, an agency shall also issue a declaratory ruling to resolve a 

conflict or inconsistency within the agency regarding an interpretation of the law 

or a rule adopted by the agency.  The agency shall prescribe in its rules the 

procedure for requesting a declaratory ruling and the circumstances in 

which rulings shall or shall not be issued.  

 

(Emphasis added)  AVX’s Petition requests precisely the relief authorized in Section 150B-4(a) 

as follows: 

(1) AVX’s Petition requests declaratory relief from an “agency.”  AVX’s Petition is 

directed to NCDEQ, and to the EMC. 

(2) AVX requests relief “as to the applicability to a given state of facts.”  AVX’s 

Petition sets forth a given set of facts on which AVX seeks declaratory relief.  

Those undisputed facts are summarized in Section III of this Reply, below.  

AVX’s Petition provides those undisputed facts, and other facts to orient NCDEQ 

and the EMC on the background of AVX’s Property and the issue before the 

Agency.  AVX seeks declaratory relief only on the undisputed facts set forth in 

AVX’s Petition. 

(3) AVX’s Petition seeks an interpretation of one “statute administered by the 

agency” which is N.C.G.S. § 130A-310.9.  AVX’s Petition also seeks an 

interpretation of two “rule[s] . . . of the agency” which are 15A N.C.A.C. 13C 

.0302 and .0307.  

Further, pursuant to Section 150B-4(a), AVX’s Petition adheres to NCDEQ’s Rules that 

“prescribe . . . the procedure for requesting a declaratory ruling.”  NCDEQ is required by Section 

150B-4 to adopt Rules that spell out the procedure for requesting a declaratory ruling.  NCDEQ’s 

only Rules implementing Section 150B-4 are found at 15A N.C.A.C. 2I.0600 et seq.  AVX 

drafted its Petition to follow the procedure set forth in 15A N.C.A.C. 2I.0600 et seq. and the 

EMC determined that AVX’s Petition was complete and ripe for review.  (See November 6, 2019 

                                                 
1 NCDEQ does not contest the fact that AVX is an aggrieved party under N.C.G.S. § 150B-4. 
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Letter from EMC Counsel attached hereto as Exhibit 1 (“[EMC] Chairman Meiburg has deemed 

the petition for declaratory ruling complete and the matter will be heard at the EMC’s November 

14 meeting.”))  Section 150B-4 provides the road map for AVX to obtain a declaratory ruling 

from the Agency, and AVX followed it exactly.  AVX’s Petition is authorized by Section 150B-

4 and is procedurally proper. 

II. AVX’S PETITION IS PROPERLY BEFORE THE AGENCY BECAUSE AVX 

SUBMITTED THE PETITION BOTH TO NCDEQ AND THE EMC. 

NCDEQ’s argument that the EMC does not have the jurisdiction or statutory authority to 

issue a declaratory ruling “as to the applicability to a given state of facts of a statute administered 

by the agency or of a rule or order of the agency” is misplaced.  Section 150B-4 mandates that 

NCDEQ issue a declaratory ruling as to the applicability to a given state of facts of a statute 

administered by the agency or of a rule or order of the agency.  This is precisely the relief that 

AVX requests in its Petition.  NCDEQ and the EMC have jurisdiction to rule on AVX’s Petition 

because AVX properly submitted its Petition to both NCDEQ (the applicable agency) and the 

EMC (as required by NCDEQ’s own Rules) pursuant to N.C.G.S. § 150B-4 and 15A N.C.A.C. 

2I.0600 et seq.  If the EMC declines to rule on the Petition based on jurisdictional grounds, AVX 

respectfully submits that the decision would be contrary to Section 150B-4.  In any event, 

NCDEQ would be required to rule on the Petition if the EMC did not, under N.C.G.S. § 150B-42. 

 III. THE NARROW SET OF FACTS ON WHICH AVX SEEKS AN 

INTERPRETATION FROM NCDEQ AND THE EMC ARE NOT IN DISPUTE. 

The narrow set of facts on which AVX seeks an interpretation from NCDEQ and the 

EMC pursuant to Section 150B-4 are not in dispute.  In fact, most of the facts on which AVX 

seeks an interpretation are in NCDEQ’s own Response to AVX’s Petition, and in NCDEQ’s 

own correspondence.  The undisputed facts are as follows: 

1. Corning owned and operated a manufacturing plant from 1962 to 1987 at the 

Property that AVX now owns.  (AVX Petition, Ex. 1 at 7; NCDEQ Response to 

AVX Petition at 2) 

2. Corning used and released trichloroethylene (“TCE”) at the Property, 

causing contamination.  (AVX Petition, Ex. 1 at 7; NCDEQ Response to AVX 

Petition at 2) 

3. Corning’s Senior Environmental Engineer signed the Certification on 

Corning’s November 1, 2013 Site Cleanup Questionnaire Response to 

NCDEQ.  (AVX Petition, Ex. 4 at DEQ00010775-DEQ00010776; NCDEQ 

Response to AVX Petition at 3) 

4. NCDEQ reviewed Corning’s Questionnaire Response and, based on the 

Questionnaire Response, determined that Corning was eligible to enter the 

REC Program.  (AVX Petition, Ex. 8 at DEQ00010766 (NCDEQ March 10, 

2014 Letter to Corning)) 

                                                 
2 In the event the EMC declines to rule on AVX’s Petition on jurisdictional grounds, AVX 

submitted a similar petition only to NCDEQ that compels NCDEQ to issue a declaratory ruling if the 

EMC does not. 
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5. NCDEQ concluded in three separate communications that Corning’s 

Questionnaire Response contained false statements and Certifications. 

a. On November 9, 2017, DEQ banned Corning’s private, third-party 

consulting engineer (Daniel Shields) from the REC Program for 

life for the very same false statements and Certifications that 

Corning made and signed.  (AVX Petition, Ex. 9; NCDEQ Response 

to AVX Petition, Ex. B) 

b. On November 9, 2017, DEQ assessed a civil penalty against 

Corning’s private, third-party consulting firm (Wood) for the very 

same false statements and Certifications that Corning made and 

signed.  (AVX Petition, Ex. 10; NCDEQ Response to AVX Petition, 

Ex. A) 

c. DEQ concluded on May 10, 2019 that Corning made false 

statements and Certification on Corning’s Questionnaire 

Response.  (AVX Petition, Ex. 16 at 1-2; NCDEQ Response to AVX 

Petition, Ex. C) 

6. DEQ concluded on May 10, 2019 that Corning’s false statements and 

Certification on Corning’s Site Cleanup Questionnaire Response violated 

REC Rule 15A N.C.A.C. 13C. 0302(c).  (AVX Petition, Ex. 16 at 1-2; NCDEQ 

Response to AVX Petition, Ex. C at 1-2) 

 

These facts are in AVX’s Petition and are undisputed.  As indicated by the cites above, 

NCDEQ concedes these undisputed facts in NCDEQ’s Response to AVX’s Petition and in 

NCDEQ’s own correspondence to Corning and Corning’s consultants.  Thus, AVX’s Petition 

properly requests an interpretation from NCDEQ and the EMC on “undisputed facts.”   

 

NCDEQ also argues that “a petition for declaratory ruling before the EMC is not an 

evidentiary proceeding.”  (NCDEQ Response to AVX Petition at 10)  AVX does not dispute this.  

However, AVX did not request an evidentiary proceeding.  Rather, AVX requested a declaratory 

ruling as to the applicability to a given state of undisputed facts of an NCDEQ statute and two 

NCDEQ Rules in accordance with N.C.G.S. § 150B-4. 

 

NCDEQ also gives two examples of what NCDEQ believes to be disputed facts:  “(1) the 

extent of Corning’s reliance on its environmental consultant when signing the certification, and 

(2) whether Corning intended to deceive DEQ in signing the certification.”  (NCDEQ Response 

to AVX Petition at 10)  Neither of these two allegedly “disputed facts” are material to the relief 

that AVX requests.  It is undisputed that Corning made false statements and signed a false 

Certification.  NCDEQ came to this conclusion in NCDEQ’s May 10, 2019 Notice of Violation 

to Corning.  (See NCDEQ Response to AVX Petition, Ex. C)  Whether Corning relied on its 

consultants when signing the Certification or intended to deceive NCDEQ are immaterial to the 

narrow question that AVX has posed in its Petition of whether it is mandatory for NCDEQ to 

take enforcement action under REC Rule 13C .0302(c) now that NCDEQ has determined that the 
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violation occurred.  All that remains for purposes of AVX’s Petition is whether NCDEQ is 

required to take enforcement action against Corning.3  

 

Corning or NCDEQ might dispute some of the facts that AVX included as background in 

AVX’s Petition.  Those facts that NCDEQ and Corning might dispute are immaterial for 

purposes of AVX’s Petition, in which AVX makes a very narrow request based on the 

undisputed facts set forth above and set forth in AVX’s Petition. 

 

IV. AVX’S REQUEST FOR INTERPRETATION OF THE REC RULES AND REC 

STATUTE DOES NOT SEEK TO USURP NCDEQ’S ENFORCEMENT 

DISCRETION. 

NCDEQ argues that AVX’s Petition somehow seeks to usurp NCDEQ’s enforcement 

discretion.  This is not so and misses the point.  AVX does not contest the fact that NCDEQ 

generally has discretion to enforce its Rules and statutes, including its REC Program Rules and 

Statute.  The point is that there is one specific instance in NCDEQ’s Rules that NCDEQ does not 

have enforcement discretion, that is 15A N.C.A.C. Rule 13C. 0302(c).  The drafters of Rule 

.0302(c) recognized that truthfulness is the cornerstone of the REC Program.  Given the 

importance of truthfulness to the REC Program, agency enforcement is mandated in situations 

where the integrity of the REC Program is abused.  In other words, violations of the truthfulness 

requirements in Rule .0302(c) are so egregious that NCDEQ is required to take enforcement 

action to remedy those violations.  As explained in AVX’s Petition, REC Rule 13C. 0302(c) 

reads: 

15A N.C.A.C. 13C .0302 GENERAL PROVISIONS 

(c) Any person who violates any provision of this Section, or any other 

requirement in connection with the voluntary remedial action program, including 

making any false statement, representation or certification, or knowingly 

rendering inaccurate any recording or monitoring device or method, shall be 

subject to enforcement including disqualification as an REC or RSM. 

                                                 
3 While NCDEQ’s two allegedly “disputed” facts are immaterial to the issues raised in AVX’s 

Petition, AVX is compelled to note that NCDEQ’s first “disputed” fact is not only immaterial, it also is 

irrelevant.  Whether Corning may have relied on its environmental consultant when Corning signed the 

false certification does not matter for purposes of enforcement because Corning’s Certification requires 

Corning to conduct its own, independent and thorough review based on personal knowledge.  (See AVX 

Petition, Ex. 4 at DEQ00010777)  The false Certification that Corning’s Senior Environmental Engineer 

signed reads, “I am competent to make this certification based upon my own personal knowledge and 

belief, and, to the best of my knowledge and belief, after thorough investigation, the information 

contained herein is accurate and complete.”  Corning’s false Certification was based on personal 

knowledge after thorough investigation, and therefore, reliance on a consultant is irrelevant.  (See also 

Petition, Ex. 13 (Corning’s corporate representative expected Corning to sign the Certification only after a 

personal and thorough investigation))  As to NCDEQ’s second allegedly “disputed” fact, Corning’s 

misconduct that resulted in the false statements and certification (and thereafter), leads to no conclusion 

other than that Corning’s false statement and Certification were intended to deceive NCDEQ, namely 

Corning’s intentional withholding of the 2012 Secret Data Gap Report from NCDEQ that contained the 

damaging information regarding site conditions that Corning did not want NCDEQ to see.  (See Petition 

at 4-6 and Ex. 14)  
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Rule .0302(c) specifically calls out the most egregious situations in which enforcement is 

mandatory, including situations in which “any person” makes a “false statement, representation 

or certification.”  This is exactly what Corning and its environmental consultant did – they made 

false statements and certifications to NCDEQ.  NCDEQ concluded in the May 10, 2019 NOV 

that Corning did make false statements and Certification.  (See NCDEQ Response to Petition, 

Ex. C at 2)  Clearly NCDEQ complied with its mandate under Rule .0302(c) to take enforcement 

action against Corning’s own consulting firm and consulting engineer by issuing the most severe 

penalty possible in the REC Program (a lifetime ban).  However, NCDEQ has not taken the 

enforcement action against Corning that Rule .0302(c) mandates for the Program’s worst 

offenders.  AVX simply seeks an interpretation from NCDEQ and the EMC that Rule .0302(c) 

mandates enforcement action. 

Further, AVX seeks an interpretation of Rules .0302(g) and .0307(d) and N.C.G.S. § 

130A-310.9(c) to clarify that NCDEQ’s enforcement authority includes the ability to terminate 

Corning’s eligibility for the REC Program and to issue civil penalties against Corning.  This is 

not a heavy lift for NCDEQ and the EMC because the REC Rules and Statute plainly give 

NCDEQ that enforcement authority.  Further, NCDEQ already has employed similar 

enforcement measures against Corning’s consultants, by terminating Corning’s consulting 

engineer Daniel Shields’ eligibility to participate in the REC Program for life, and by assessing a 

civil penalty against Corning’s consulting firm.  However, NCDEQ has taken no such 

enforcement measures against Corning itself, for over two years.  AVX also requests that 

NCDEQ and the EMC comment on the propriety of NCDEQ’s inaction for such an extensive 

period of time (over two years). 

V. THE ISSUE BEFORE NCDEQ AND THE EMC WILL NOT BE RESOLVED IN 

FEDERAL COURT. 

The Federal Court order that AVX included as Exhibit 1 to its Petition describes the 

narrow set of issues that remain for trial.  The issues include claims and counterclaims for breach 

of contract and claims and counterclaims under the Comprehensive Environmental Response and 

Recovery Act.  (See Petition, Ex. 1 at 69)  The issues that AVX raises in its Petition will not be 

decided in Federal Court.  The Federal Court will decide Corning’s liability with respect to 

certain contractual issues and cleanup costs at the Property.   

The Federal Court, however, will not decide if Rule .0302(c) requires NCDEQ to take 

enforcement action against Corning or if Rules .0302 and .0307 give NCDEQ the authority to 

terminate Corning’s eligibility for the REC Program.  In fact, NCDEQ confirms this point in its 

Response by arguing that “the ultimate decision about whether to enforce and what type of 

enforcement is left to the discretion of DEQ,” not the Federal Court.  (NCDEQ Response to 

Petition at 11-12)  Therefore, according to NCDEQ’s own argument, the Federal Court will not 

decide the scope of NCDEQ’s enforcement authority and so the Federal Court litigation has no 

bearing on AVX’s Petition, and should not prevent NCDEQ and the EMC from issuing a 

declaratory ruling on AVX’s Petition. 
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VI. THE ISSUE BEFORE NCDEQ AND THE EMC HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH 

AVX’S CONDUCT. 

NCDEQ references a May 28, 2019 letter from NCDEQ to AVX regarding storm water 

in an area of the Property4.  (See NCDEQ Response to Petition at 5-6, Ex. D)  AVX’s Petition 

concerns Corning’s misconduct that occurred in 2013, specifically Corning’s submission of false 

statements and Certification in Corning’s Site Cleanup Questionnaire Response to NCDEQ on 

November 13, 2013.  AVX was not involved in Corning’s preparation or submission of the 

Questionnaire Response to NCDEQ.  In fact, Corning failed to provide the Questionnaire 

Response to AVX before submitting the false information to NCDEQ.  (See AVX Petition, Ex. 1 

at 21)  AVX’s Petition has nothing to do with any activity AVX has taken with respect to the 

Property since 2016 and should not be a basis to deny AVX’s Petition.   

VII. AVX SEEKS TO HAVE CORNING REMOVED FROM THE REC PROGRAM 

BECAUSE OF CORNING’S AND ITS CONSULTANT’S EGREGIOUS AND 

UNTRUTHFUL MISCONDUCT. 

In its response, NCDEQ states “AVX claimed that Corning should be removed from the 

REC Program because the contamination at the Site posed a higher-risk to nearby residential 

properties than initially understood.”  (NCDEQ Response to Petition at 4)  NCDEQ is only half 

right.  AVX did (and still does) request that Corning should be removed from the REC Program 

because Corning allowed its contamination to migrate off-site.  Corning has allowed its 

contamination to migrate off-site, both in groundwater and in surface water5.  However, AVX 

also requested that Corning should be removed from the REC Program for three other very 

important reasons that are absent from NCDEQ’s Response. 

First, AVX requested that Corning should be removed from the REC Program because 

Corning violated the REC Rules by submitting false information to NCDEQ.  A company that 

submits false information to NCDEQ to gain entry to the REC Program and avoid State 

oversight should not be in the REC Program.  Corning egregiously violated the cornerstone of 

the REC Program – truthfulness.  Corning should not be rewarded for engaging in the most 

egregious violation of the REC Rules.  Rather, Corning should suffer the consequences for its 

untruthfulness, just like Corning’s consultants suffered severe consequences two years ago.    

                                                 
4 NCDEQ states in its Response that AVX removed the former plant building slab “against the 

recommendation of both DWM and EPA.”  (NCDEQ Response at 4-5).  This statement is misleading 

because NCDEQ fails to mention that AVX engaged an international environmental consultant prior to 

removal of the slab to evaluate whether the building slab removal would cause any adverse impacts at the 

Property and the consultant concluded that it would not.  Further, after AVX removed the slab, soil and 

groundwater sampling was conducted in the area of the slab removal in 2017, 2018 and 2019.  Contrary to 

DWM’s and EPA’s earlier general concern regarding the slab removal, the sampling indicates that the 

slab removal actually had a beneficial effect on environmental conditions at the Property.  (See AVX 

August 8, 2019 and October 21, 2019 AVX Letters to NCDEQ at Exhibit 4)  
5 For example, the contamination plume maps from Corning’s own consultant attached as Exhibit 

2 clearly indicating that Corning’s contamination is migrating off-site.  Further, see the surface water 

sample map attached as Exhibit 3, indicating off-site TCE contamination in the stream from the Property. 
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Second, AVX requested that Corning should be removed from the REC Program because 

the same environmental consultant that was severely penalized for false statements and 

certifications still, to this very day, is directing the cleanup on AVX’s Property.  This is not right.  

How can NCDEQ allow a consulting firm that NCDEQ severely penalized for untruthful 

conduct regarding AVX’s Property continue to direct cleanup of AVX’s Property with no 

NCDEQ oversight?  That makes no sense.  After Corning’s consultant submitted false 

information to NCDEQ, wouldn’t NCDEQ want to oversee every single one of consultant’s 

actions in scrupulous detail to ensure that the untruthful misconduct did not happen again?  

Apparently not.  NCDEQ has continued to allow the untruthful and discredited consultant to 

direct the cleanup of AVX’s Property in the REC Program with no NCDEQ oversight, over 

AVX’s objection.  

Third, AVX requested that Corning be removed from the REC Program because if 

Corning remains in the REC Program, Corning surely will argue that it has no responsibility for 

cleanup beyond the $5 million cleanup cap set forth in N.C.G.S. § 130A-310.9(a).  In fact, the 

day that Corning might make this argument is not too far away.  In its motion for leave to present 

arguments before the EMC, Corning indicated that it “has spent over $5 million in undertaking 

investigation and remediation at the subject property.”  (Corning Motion at 2)  It would be a 

travesty for Corning to be able to take advantage of the $5 million liability cap after entering the 

REC Program under false pretenses, particularly when a leading environmental remediation 

expert estimates the total cost of cleanup at the Property to be $18.1 million to $58.3 million.  

(See AVX Petition, Ex. 2 at 2)  That would leave a gap of $13.1 million to $53.3 million to clean 

up contamination that Corning indisputably caused, but will argue it does not need to clean up 

because of the liability cap. 

There are ample reasons (not just the one that NCDEQ mentions in its Response) that 

Corning should be removed from the REC Program based on its egregious and untruthful 

misconduct, just as NCDEQ removed Corning’s consulting engineer from participating in the 

REC Program for life for the exact same misconduct. 

CONCLUSION 

At the end of the day, no one can tell AVX why NCDEQ took severe enforcement action 

against Corning’s consulting firm and consulting engineer two years ago, but has taken no 

enforcement action against Corning, even though the egregious misconduct by Corning and by 

Corning’s consultant is exactly the same.  Under REC Rule .0302(c), mandatory enforcement is 

reserved for the absolute worst offenders, and NCDEQ has concluded that Corning is one of 

those offenders.  Yet NCDEQ has taken no enforcement action equivalent to the severe penalties 

that NCDEQ has imposed on Corning’s environmental consulting firm and consultant for the 

exact same conduct.  AVX respectfully requests the EMC’s assistance in figuring out why. 
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Respectfully submitted this 12th day of November, 2019. 

 

_____________________ 

 Steven D. Weber 

N.C. State Bar #20189 

Kevin A. Dunlap 

N.C. State Bar #13479 

 

Attorneys for Petitioner AVX Corporation 

 

OF COUNSEL: 

 

PARKER POE ADAMS & BERNSTEIN LLP 

Three Wells Fargo Center 

401 South Tryon St., Ste. 3000 

Charlotte, North Carolina   

(704) 372-9000 

steveweber@parkerpoe.com 

kevindunlap@parkerpoe.com 
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From: Reynolds, Phillip <PReynolds@ncdoj.gov> 
Sent: Monday, November 4, 2019 9:02 AM
To: Weber, Steven D. <steveweber@parkerpoe.com>
Cc: Davis, Hill <hdavis@ncdoj.gov>; Dunlap, Kevin A. <kevindunlap@parkerpoe.com>
Subject: AVX Petition for Declaratory Ruling

***Caution: External email***

Steve,

I apologize for the delay in getting this email to you; however, as we discussed, Chairman Meiburg
has deemed the petition for declaratory ruling complete and the matter will be heard at the EMC’s
November 14 meeting. Also, as we discussed, the Chairman has invited the Department to submit a
written response by November 7, and AVX will be allowed to submit a limited reply no later than
10am, November 12.

It is my understanding that Hill Davis (copied) will be providing the Department’s position on the
request. Both AVX and the Department will be given fifteen minutes for oral presentations.

If either of you are in a position to submit the materials in advance of the deadlines, I respectfully
request that you please do so in order to give Lois time to post the material on the website and the
members time to review it. For example, if Hill submits the Department’s response on November 6,
it would be sincerely appreciated if Steve can get in the reply by Monday, November 11. My hope is
to have Lois to upload the material to the website on the day it is received or by the following
morning. Again, while any additional time you might be able to provide Lois and me is sincerely
appreciated, my request does not change the deadlines I have outlined above.

Steve, with regard to the power point presentation, I spoke with Lois again this morning and she
confirmed that she would like to get any presentation in as soon as possible, but not later than mid-
day Friday, if at all possible.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to let me know.

Thanks,

Phillip

Phillip T. Reynolds
Special Deputy Attorney General
Environmental Division
Commissions, Coastal and Administrative Section
Phone: (919) 716-6971
Email: preynolds@ncdoj.gov
114 W. Edenton St., Raleigh, NC 27603
www.ncdoj.gov

Please note that messages to or from this address may be public records.
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2/7/2017 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00

6/8/2017 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00

2/7/2017 40.1 1.19 362 <1.00 2.29
DUP (2/17) 42.5 1.28 397 <1.00 2.41

6/8/2017 39.5 1.34 284 1.26 1.98

2/7/2017 23.4 <1.00 202 <1.00 1.85

6/8/2017 24.1 <1.00 261 <1.00 1.88

2/7/2017 9.85 <1.00 81.5 <1.00 <1.00

6/8/2017 14.8 <1.00 144 <1.00 <1.00

SW-6 6/8/2017 1.41 <1.00 12 <1.00 <1.00 Off-Site - Downstream in culvert 

SW-7 6/8/2017 <1.00 <1.00 2.12 <1.00 <1.00 Off-Site - Downstream in culvert 

6/8/2017 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00

Dup (6/17) <1.00 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00

SW-9 6/8/2017 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00 Off-Site - Marsh Creek - Upstream of culvert

SW-10 6/8/2017 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00 <1.00 Off-Site - Marsh Creek - Downstream of culvert

WS NE 0.17 2.5 0.025 NE

HH NE 4 30 2.4 NE
Notes:

Detected concentrations are presented in micrograms per liter (µg/L)

NE-No Established Standard

SWQS - North Carolina 15A NCAC 02B Surface Water Quality Standards last updated 6/30/16

Bold & shaded results indicate detected concentrations above their respective water quality standard

Bold Values only, indicate detections greater than Method Detection Limits

WS - Water Suppy - NCDEQ standards applicable to Water Supply Classifications and based on consumption of fish and water. 

HH - Human Health NCDEQ standards based on the consumption of fish only unless dermal contact studies are available. 

A less than (<) symbol indicates the respective compound was not detected above the laboratory Reportable Detection Limit (RDL)

Surface water sample SW-3 not shown - No sample was collected due to lack of water at this location at the time of sampling

Nutrient Sensitive Waters (NSW)

Class C

Created by: WJM 6/27/17

Checked by: BWJ 6-29-17

Privileged & Confidential Draft

Prepared at the Direction of Counsel

Waters protected for uses such as secondary recreation, fishing, wildlife, fish consumption, aquatic life including propagation, survival and maintenance of 

biological integrity, and agriculture. Secondary recreation includes wading, boating, and other uses involving human body contact with water where such 

activities take place in an infrequent, unorganized, or incidental manner.

Off-Site - Downstream discharge point in culvert 

Sample Location

Raleigh, North Carolina

Table 1

Portion of Corning Glass Works Site

Remedial Investigation

Summary of Cumulative Surface Water Sample Results

On-Site - Upstream of VOC groundwater plume

On-Site - Midstream of VOC groundwater plume

On-Site - Downstream of VOC groundwater plume

On-Site - Downstream of VOC groundwater plume

SW-8

Detected Compounds

Sample 

Date
Sample ID

NCDEQ classifications indicate the site surface water is classified as Class C and Nutrient Sensitive Waters (NSW). 

Surface water flows from an un-named tributary on-site into a culvert beneath Ingram Drive then into Marsh Creek downstream

Supplemental classification intended for waters needing additional nutrient management due to being subject to excessive growth of microscopic or 

macroscopic vegetation.

SW-1

SW-2

SW-4

SW-5

SWQS
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August 8, 2019 

 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL (james.bateson@ncdenr.gov) 
AND HAND DELIVERY 

James Bateson 
Chief, Superfund Section, NCDEQ 
217 West Jones Street 
Raleigh, North Carolina  27603 

Re: Former Corning Glass/AVX Raleigh Property 
 3900 Electronics Drive, Raleigh, Wake County 
 NCD003195161 
 
Dear Mr. Bateson: 

 
We write on behalf of AVX Corporation (“AVX”) in response to your letter dated May 28, 

2019 regarding the above-referenced property (the “Property”).  Thank you for allowing AVX 
additional time to respond to your May 28 letter.  We wish to address the following points in this 
letter and in the enclosed 2019 Technical Rationale Supplement (behind Exhibit 16) prepared 
by Arcadis G&M of North Carolina, Inc. (“Arcadis”): 

 

• Your letter requests AVX’s plan for preventing storm water from being directed to the 
former building area on the Property.  AVX has identified two options in this regard:  (1) 
complete AVX’s grading plan that the City of Raleigh approved on October 6, 2016 
(“Grading Plan”) and that AVX nearly completed in March of 2017, except for a small 
area of storm water conveyance piping that Corning has not given AVX permission to 
install; and (2) design and implement an entirely new grading plan to prevent the storm 
water from being directed to the former building area, at a cost of approximately $83,000 
to $316,000.  Another option would be to redesign the City-approved Grading Plan to 
create a storm water basin in the former building area to retain storm water rather than 
directing it away from that area (soil sampling in July of 2019 has confirmed that storm 
water infiltration in the former building area and other factors have had an extremely 
beneficial effect on the former TCE concentrations in soil in that area after the building 
slabs were removed).  Given that this retention basin option is outside the scope of your 
request and would be very expensive in relation to Option #1 above, AVX continues to 
believe that Option #1 is the best option (AVX has been ready to finish implementing 
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Option #1 since March of 2017), and respectfully requests DEQ’s assistance in obtaining 
permission from Corning for AVX to complete AVX’s implementation of Option #1. 

• Regarding Option #1, AVX’s engineering and environmental consulting firm, Arcadis, 
designed and submitted to the City of Raleigh AVX’s Grading Plan for shedding storm 
water from the former building area on July 15, 2016.  The City of Raleigh approved 
AVX’s Grading Plan and issued permits to implement the Grading Plan on October 6, 
2016.  After the building slabs were removed, the former building area was graded to 
shed storm water from that area to the on-site stream, in accordance with the Grading 
Plan.  The grading work was completed in March of 2017, except for one section of 
conveyance piping designed to cross an area of the Property that Corning leases from 
AVX to conduct investigation and remediation activities on the Property.  (See Exhibit 1 
for Arcadis’ Grading Plan that was approved by the City of Raleigh.  The section of 
conveyance piping that crosses the area of the Property that Corning leases from AVX is 
generally depicted on pages 2 and 3 of Exhibit 1 with highlights).  AVX asked Corning’s 
permission to install the last section of storm water conveyance piping across the area 
that Corning leases from AVX.  Corning refused.  Despite no less than three re-designs 
of the Grading Plan by Arcadis, and Arcadis sampling storm water in the former building 
area in an attempt to allay Corning’s concerns, Corning still refused to give AVX 
permission to install the last section of storm water conveyance piping across the leased 
area.  Since March of 2018, Corning has refused to respond to AVX’s requests for an 
update as to whether Corning will give AVX permission to go ahead and lay the final 
section of piping across the leased area.  On March 10, 2017, AVX stood ready to install 
the last section of storm water conveyance piping to complete the Grading Plan 
approved by the City of Raleigh, and AVX stands ready today.  AVX respectfully 
requests DEQ’s assistance to gain Corning’s permission for AVX to complete the 
Grading Plan by installing the last section of storm water conveyance piping.  As soon as 
AVX has the long-awaited permission from Corning, AVX immediately will install the  last 
section of storm water conveyance piping to complete the City-approved Grading Plan.  
This immediately will satisfy DEQ’s request for storm water to be directed away from and 
not pond within the former building area at a minimal cost, and will allow AVX to close 
out its permits with the City of Raleigh and cease Arcadis’ regular inspections of the 
former building area that are required by the City permits. 

• Your letter states that AVX was advised that slab removal activities could expose, and 
cause the spread of, contamination.  As you know, before AVX removed the concrete 
slabs, AVX consulted with Arcadis and Arcadis issued a 2016 Technical Rationale 
regarding the slab removal.  (Exhibit 16, Attachment 1)  In the 2016 Technical 
Rationale, Arcadis concluded that, with proper precautions, the slabs could be safely 
removed without adverse impact on the environmental conditions at the Property.  Data 
and information since AVX removed the slabs clearly indicate that the slab removal did 
not cause the spread of contamination or other environmental concerns.  In fact, the slab 
removal had a beneficial effect on site environmental conditions that has resulted in 
significant reduction of TCE concentrations in soil at the former building area, and is 
expected to be having a beneficial effect on TCE concentrations in groundwater in that 
area, as is discussed in this letter and in the 2019 Technical Rationale Supplement 
prepared by Arcadis and enclosed with this letter as Exhibit 16.  That is, July 2019 
resampling of soil from the six locations where TCE concentrations in 2016 soil 
samples slightly exceeded the Protection of Groundwater Preliminary Soil 
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Remediation Goals (PoG Screening Criteria) has revealed no measurable TCE in 
those same six soil sample locations/depths, and from soil sampled at those same 
locations from slightly greater depths.  Only one of eleven samples contained any 
detectable TCE, and that only at 1.6J µg/Kg, which is over 12 times less than the TCE 
PoG Screening Criteria of 21 µg/Kg, and was so low that the level could not be 
measured but instead was estimated. 

• Your letter advises that AVX conduct assessment and remediation, individually or jointly 
with Corning, in the areas that are not currently being addressed by Corning under the 
Division’s REC Program.  Just as DEQ has concerns regarding contamination at the 
Property, so too does AVX as the Property owner.  However, AVX did not cause or 
contribute to any contamination at the Property.  Rather, it was Corning’s operations in 
the 1960’s and early 1970’s that caused all such contamination.  Nor did AVX’s building 
demolition and slab removal make Corning’s contamination worse.  As noted above and 
explained below, the slab removal actually had a beneficial effect on environmental 
conditions at the Property.  Thus, Corning is solely responsible for addressing all 
contamination at the Property, including the contamination at Corning’s illegal injection 
well, and the contamination underlying the former building area.  Because Corning has 
failed to address its contamination at the Property adequately, AVX has had no choice 
but to conduct significant investigations on its own, including on-site and off-site soil, 
groundwater and surface water sampling and assessment that Corning failed to conduct.  
Additionally, AVX has, at its own cost, remediated some of Corning’s soil contamination.  
Such investigations and remediation have cost AVX nearly $ 1 million.  AVX also had no 
choice but to file a lawsuit to force Corning to meet its obligations to investigate and 
clean up the contamination Corning has caused on the Property, and to reimburse AVX 
for AVX’s investigation and remediation costs.  That lawsuit is pending in Federal Court. 

We hope these points address DEQ’s concerns regarding storm water infiltration and 
responsibility for investigation and remediation at the Property.  Please let us know if you have 
any questions or require additional information.  We believe it makes sense to sit down with you 
to review the particulars of this letter, Arcadis’ 2019 Technical Rationale Supplement and next 
steps.  We would like to meet with you as quickly as possible to develop a strategy to obtain 
permission from Corning so AVX can finalize the implementation of AVX’s 2016 Grading Plan 
and close out its permits. 
  

What follows is a more detailed explanation of the above bullet points, along with some 
history regarding the manufacturing building on the Property that you may find useful to give 
these issues proper context. 

Corning’s Operations and Sale of Plant to AVX 
 
As you likely are aware, Corning Glass Works (now Corning Incorporated) built the 

manufacturing plant at the Property in 1962 and operated the plant until 1987.  When Corning 
built the plant, Corning also installed an injection well for chemicals to drain directly into the soil 
and groundwater.  NCDEQ describes Corning’s well as an “illegal injection well.”  (Exhibit 2 at 
CorningDef-00009593)  According to a long-time Corning employee, Corning used 
trichloroethylene (TCE) at the Property from 1965 to approximately 1972 when Corning stopped 
using TCE.  (Exhibit 3 at NP000266)  During the 1965-1972 period, Corning used TCE in a 
degreasing operation in the manufacturing building where TCE contamination has been 
discovered in underlying groundwater.  (Exhibit 3 at NP000266)  Also during this period, 
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Corning deposited large amounts of TCE into the illegal injection well and allowed the TCE to 
drain from the illegal injection well directly into the soil and groundwater.  Corning admits that it 
released TCE and other chemicals into Corning’s injection well, and admits that doing so was a 
violation of State law.  (Exhibit 4, NCDEQ Notice of Violation against Corning, and Corning 
employee Blake Manuel at 285:3-286:4) 
 
 Prior to AVX purchasing the Property in 1987 and soon after, AVX conducted 
environmental due diligence and discovered the illegal injection well, as well as other possible 
sources of TCE near the manufacturing building upgradient of the injection well.  (Exhibit 2  at 
CorningDef-00009593 (NCDEQ wrote in a letter to Corning:  “The information [Corning’s March 
2, 1989 groundwater contamination assessment report] indicates that the groundwater below 
the facility and downgradient of the illegal injection well has been impacted.”) (emphasis added); 
Exhibit 3 at NP000263-269; Exhibit 5 at CorningDef-00024863-00024864; Exhibit 6 at 
NP001049-NP001050, NP001573-1574)  Also prior to AVX’s purchase of the Property, 
significant amounts of TCE-contaminated soil were removed in the area of the injection well at 
Corning’s cost.  During soil excavation, the TCE concentrations were so high that it was noted in 
in a report:  “The removed soils had a very strong odor, easily detected from one hundred feet 
away.”  (Exhibit 3 at NP000264)  Also during due diligence, AVX conducted an extensive 
investigation to confirm that Corning was no longer using TCE at the Property since AVX did not 
wish to purchase operations that used TCE.  AVX had banned the use of TCE at its plants in 
1986.  (Exhibit 7 at Girolami 102:2-12; Exhibit 8 at Oldland 14:8-15:2)  Based on a lengthy and 
detailed inspection of Corning’s plant operations and plant records, and based on interviews 
with Corning employees, AVX confirmed that Corning was not using TCE at the Property in 
1987, and had not been using TCE at the Property since approximately 1972.  (Exhibit 3 at 
NP000266) 
  

After confirming that Corning had not been using TCE at the Property for fifteen years, 
AVX purchased the Property in 1987.  According to a Corning employee who worked at the 
Raleigh plant beginning in 1973 (through 2013), when AVX purchased the Property, AVX 
continued the same operations that Corning had been conducting, also with no TCE usage.  
(Exhibit 9 at Himberger 27:19-28:6)  As discussed further below, AVX did not use TCE when it 
purchased the Property in 1987, and did not use TCE at the Property at any later time.  Over 
time, AVX slowly wound down production at the Property and ultimately closed operations in 
2013, after which AVX put the Property up for sale.     
 
 2015 Real Estate Agreement for AVX’s Sale of the Property 
 
 On April 16, 2015, AVX entered into a contract with Marlowe Farms and Land LLC 
(“Marlowe”) for Marlowe to purchase the Property.  (Exhibit 10)  Marlowe intended to sell the 
Property with the existing manufacturing building to Wake County Schools to renovate as a high 
school.  Wake County Schools conducted environmental due diligence on the Property and 
decided not to purchase the Property because of environmental conditions at the Property.  
(Exhibit 11 at Parker 63:17-65:12)  The real estate contract between Marlowe and AVX is 
contingent on the Property entering the North Carolina Brownfields program.  (Exhibit 10 at 
AVX008352, ¶ 6).  To date (over four years after the contract was executed), the Property has 
not been admitted into the Brownfields program and the transaction has not closed.  The 
contract between Marlowe and AVX has been extended on several occasions.  Unless further 
extended, the contract will expire on September 8, 2019.  
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Building Demolition 

 
 The manufacturing building on the Property was vacated in 2013 and remained vacant 
until 2016.  During that entire time, AVX paid for 24-hour on-site security services at the 
Property, and incurred other carrying costs, such as taxes and electricity.  When Wake County 
Schools decided not to purchase the Property with the building in 2015, AVX decided to 
demolish the building for two reasons.  First, because the building had been vacant for three 
years, the building had become a serious safety and trespass concern.  The roof was leaking in 
certain areas causing concerns with electricity and other issues.  AVX also saw evidence of 
animal and human trespass in the building, despite the security presence.  Second, after the 
Wake County Schools deal fell through, it became clear to AVX that it would be cost prohibitive 
to renovate the building and that the potential vapor intrusion by TCE identified during Wake 
County’s environmental investigation would be a deterrent to reuse of the building.  (See 
Exhibit 11 at Parker 63:20-64:21)  AVX’s carrying costs for the Property with the building were 
significant (24-hour security guard presence, taxes, electricity, etc.). 

 
AVX completed demolition of the building in July of 2016.  The building had been 

expanded over time and consisted of a single-story structure with a basement.  Several  levels 
of damaged, concrete slabs remained on the Property following demolition of the above-slab 
portions of the building.  The slabs had a number of cracks, drains, sumps and other 
penetrations that allowed storm water to penetrate the slabs and infiltrate the underlying soils.  
(See Exhibit 12, Photos 1, 2, 9)  Demolition inspectors noted significant ponding of storm water 
on the basement slab that, despite the basement slab, infiltrated into the underlying soil.  (See 
Exhibit 12, Photo 3 and accompanying Description; Photos 5, 6)  Additionally, the building 
slabs were at the base of steep side slopes that allowed storm water to pond in soil at the edges 
of the slabs and infiltrate into the soils at that those locations.  (See Exhibit 12, Photo 8)  
Further, the demolition left numerous exposed walls (some approximately 15 feet high), large 
and small holes in the slabs and walls, and protruding rebar and other debris that presented 
additional safety and trespass risks.  (See Exhibit 12, Photos 3-7)   
 

Removal of Slabs 
 
After demolishing the building, AVX was left with the decision of whether to remove the 

damaged concrete slabs or leave them in place.  DEQ and EPA sent letters dated June 1, 2016 
recommending that the slabs should be left in place indefinitely (we may be mistaken, but we 
believe that neither DEQ nor EPA conducted a detailed inspection of the condition of the 
concrete slabs after the building was demolished, but rather made a general recommendation 
not to remove the slabs because slabs generally can provide a measure of protection regarding 
environmental conditions in certain circumstances).  In response to DEQ’s and EPA’s letters, 
AVX engaged Arcadis to evaluate whether removing the slabs in their damaged and cracked 
condition would be a benefit or detriment to site environmental conditions.  Arcadis prepared the 
2016 Technical Rationale (Exhibit 16, Attachment 1) for removing the slabs that provided a 
detailed plan for removing the slabs, inspecting the undersides of the slabs and underlying soil 
conditions at the time of slab removal, and addressing identified conditions as necessary.  The 
2016 Technical Rationale concluded that, with proper precautions, the slabs could be safely 
removed without an adverse impact on environmental conditions at the Property. 
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Based on Arcadis’ conclusion that removal of the slabs would not be detrimental to site 
environmental conditions, AVX proceeded with removal of the slabs under Arcadis’ close 
supervision.  Directly prior to slab removal, Arcadis inspected the slabs for evidence of spills or 
staining, and surveyed the locations of sumps, drains, seams and penetrations to be sure to 
locate those areas in the soil after the slabs were removed.  (See Exhibit 13)  During slab 
removal, Arcadis followed the slab removal contractor and painstakingly inspected the 
underside of the concrete slabs, the underlying soil conditions, and the areas where Arcadis had 
surveyed penetrations in the slabs.  During slab removal, Arcadis identified a small area of soil 
under the slab with a finely disseminated green/blue powdery material in that soil.  In 
accordance with the 2016 Technical Rationale, Arcadis immediately covered the area, identified 
the constituents in the material, assessed its extent and then excavated the impacted soil from 
that area (approximately 70 tons of impacted soil).  Laboratory analyses indicated that area did 
not contain TCE concentrations or other organics; it only contained metallic oxides.  Arcadis 
prepared a report detailing its evaluation and excavation of the soils impacted with metallic 
oxides in Arcadis’ February 28, 2017 Report of Findings of Post-Demolition Sub-Slab Soil 
Sampling (Exhibit 14).  Arcadis incorporated the information from its Sub-Slab Soil Sampling 
Report into its April 5, 2017 Site Investigation Report (Exhibit 15).  Given that this material was 
finely disseminated over a 20x30 foot area beneath a slab in a building that was constructed by 
Corning in the 1961-1962 timeframe, Arcadis concluded that the metallic oxide powder was 
from Corning’s operations.  (See Exhibit 16 at 15 & Attachment 9) 
 

Post-Slab Removal Activities 
 
After AVX removed the slabs under Arcadis’ close supervision, AVX asked Arcadis to 

embark on a detailed soil investigation in the former building area where the slabs had been 
removed.  As noted above, Arcadis’ investigation is detailed in Arcadis’ Sub-Slab Soil and Site 
Investigation Reports, (Exhibit 14, 15), and is summarized in Arcadis’ 2019 Technical Rationale 
Supplement enclosed with this letter as Exhibit 16.  A short summary of that activity follows. 

 
Following removal of the building slabs, Arcadis established a 10-foot by 10-foot grid of 

soil investigation locations across the entire area of the former building footprint.  During this 
investigation, more than 1,000 soil locations were screened with a photoionization detector 
(PID) to identify soil that potentially may contain elevated VOC concentrations above 
background.  Based on the PID screening of soil at over 1,000 locations, a modified 
approximately 50-foot by 50-foot grid was established for soil sampling and laboratory analysis 
of volatile organic compounds, semivolatile organic compounds and metals.  This conservative 
sampling approach included the collection and analysis of 70 soil samples over the footprint of 
the former building.  None of the 70 samples contained VOC concentrations that exceeded 
either NCDEQ’s Inactive Hazardous Sites Branch Residential Health Based Preliminary Soil 
Remediation Goals for direct contact (Residential Soil Screening Criteria) or the corresponding 
Industrial/Commercial Preliminary Soil Remediation Goals (Commercial Soil Screening Criteria).  
Sampling in the former building area since the slabs were removed is discussed further below. 

Grading Plan For Storm Water Conveyance 
 
Long before slab removal began, AVX asked Arcadis to prepare the Grading Plan, 

designed to prevent storm water from ponding in the former building area once the slabs were 
removed.  Arcadis developed a Grading Plan designed to shed storm water from the former 
building area to an on-site stream and submitted the Plan to the City of Raleigh for approval on 
July 15, 2016.  (See Exhibit 1)  The City of Raleigh issued permits for the Grading Plan on 
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October 6, 2016 under Land Disturbing Permit Numbers 91976 and 91977.  (See Exhibit 17)  
Arcadis implemented the City-permitted Grading Plan by reducing slopes, splitting the pre-
existing basin, formed by the bottom of the former basement area, into two basins, and installing 
drop inlets (drains) at the low spots within each of the basins  The drop inlets were connected to 
storm water conveyance piping to convey storm water from the former building area to the on-
site stream.  The final down-flow section of the storm water conveyance piping (that is designed 
to travel across the area that AVX leases to Corning) has not been installed (as noted in 
highlights on pages 2 and 3 of Exhibit 1). 

 
In 1993, AVX and Corning entered into a lease for an area of the Property contaminated 

by Corning’s illegal injection well so that Corning could access the area to conduct investigation 
and cleanup activity.  (Exhibit 18)  On March 9, 2018, Corning exercised its option to extend the 
lease to March of 2028.  (Exhibit 19)  Because the storm water conveyance piping was to cross 
the area of the Property that Corning leases from AVX, AVX contacted Corning on March 10, 
20171 for permission to install the piping on the leased Property.  (Exhibit 20)  Corning refused.  
In an attempt to gain Corning’s consent, Arcadis re-designed and revised drawings for the storm 
water conveyance system three times.  (See, e.g., Exhibits 21, 22, 23)  Corning rejected all re-
designs.  In response to a May 28, 2017 memorandum from Corning’s consultant objecting to 
the Grading Plan (Exhibit 24), and in an effort to demonstrate to Corning that the storm water in 
the former building area would not adversely impact the on-site stream, Arcadis then sampled 
the storm water that temporarily ponded in the former building area and provided a report with 
those sample results to Corning on September 12 and 15, 2017.  (Exhibit 25)  Corning 
continued to refuse to allow AVX to install the piping across the leased Property. 

 
Since that time, Corning has become entirely non-communicative on giving permission 

for AVX to install the last section of storm water conveyance piping to complete the storm water 
Grading Plan.  For example, on March 9, 2018, Corning sent AVX an e-mail exercising 
Corning’s option to extend the lease.  By return e-mail, also on March 9, 2018, AVX requested 
the status of Corning’s approval for access to install the last section of the storm water 
conveyance piping.  AVX’s request was addressed to three of Corning’s representatives. (See 
Exhibit 26)  Unfortunately, Corning never responded to AVX’s inquiry.  Seven months 
later, on October 15, 2018, AVX re-sent the storm water sample results to Corning and again 
requested an update on the status of Corning’s approval for access to install the last section of 
the storm water conveyance piping.  (See Exhibit 26)  Again, Corning never responded to 
AVX’s inquiry.  AVX stands ready to install the last section of conveyance piping as soon as 
Corning grants AVX permission to do so.  AVX would be most grateful for DEQ’s assistance in 
requiring Corning to respond to AVX’s repeated inquiries to install the conveyance piping across 
the leased area, from the former building area to the on-site stream. 

 
Had Corning agreed to AVX’s request for access to install the final section of storm 

water conveyance piping when AVX requested it in March of 2017 (or even in September of 
2017 when AVX provided Corning with the storm water sampling results), AVX would have 
completed that last element of the storm water Grading Plan over two years ago.  Also, had 
Corning responded to AVX’s inquiries in 2018, AVX could have completed what DEQ now 
requests over a year ago.  AVX repeatedly has attempted to address Corning’s apparent 

                                                
1 Three days earlier, on March 7, 2017, Corning’s local environmental counsel with the Raleigh, NC firm 
of Wyrick Robbins withdrew as Corning’s counsel.  That same day, Corning hired the international law 
firm of Winston & Strawn to be Corning’s new environmental and litigation lawyers. 
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concerns with the storm water conveyance piping design (including three redesigns and storm 
water sampling) but Corning was never satisfied.  After four attempts, it became an exercise in 
futility.  Nonetheless, AVX kept trying but ultimately, Corning has simply refused to answer 
AVX’s e-mails regarding the storm water conveyance issue.  While AVX certainly expected to 
work through questions from Corning (and attempted to do so for months), AVX did not expect 
that Corning would reject three re-designs and storm water sampling data documenting that the 
storm water was not impacted, and then simply refuse to respond to AVX’s multiple inquiries.  
Corning’s refusal to respond has caused significant delays in fully implementing the all 
components of the final design.  Further, AVX has had to maintain permits with the City of 
Raleigh for the past three years and pay an Arcadis inspector to inspect the former building area 
regularly for compliance with AVX’s permits.  Also, City inspectors have visited and inspected 
the former building area for compliance with AVX’s permits.  AVX respectfully requests DEQ’s 
assistance in requiring Corning to respond to AVX’s inquiries regarding Corning’s permission to 
install the last section of piping across the leased area so that AVX can complete the storm 
water conveyance system and close its permits with the City. 

 
As noted above, in response to your request for a plan for preventing storm water from 

being directed to the former building area on the Property, AVX identified two options (complete 
the City-approved Grading Plan, or design an entirely new grading plan to divert storm water at 
a cost of approximately $83,000 to $316,000).  For the reasons explained above, AVX believes 
that its Grading Plan approved by the City of Raleigh in 2016 is the best option, and AVX stands 
ready to finish implementing that plan as soon as permission can be obtained from Corning to 
lay the last piece of conveyance piping across the leased area.  The other option is expensive 
and unnecessary in light of the simplicity of Option #1.   

 
Benefits of Slab Removal to Site Conditions – The Slab Removal Did Not Make 
Corning’s Contamination Worse 
 
As explained above, Corning has been entirely non-responsive since March of 2018 

regarding AVX’s request to complete the Grading Plan so that storm water will not pond in the 
former building area.  Fortunately, however, the slab removal has had a beneficial effect on soil 
and groundwater impacts in the former building area, thus mitigating the damages that 
Corning’s non-responsiveness might have caused to site environmental conditions.  AVX has 
confirmed by sampling conducted in July of 2019 that the slab removal has had a 
beneficial effect on environmental conditions in the former building area.   

 
In its 2016 Technical Rationale, Arcadis concluded that slab removal would not be 

detrimental to site conditions.  Arcadis was exactly right.  Arcadis’ enclosed 2019 Technical 
Rationale Supplement (Exhibit 16) describes in detail the beneficial effect that the slab removal 
has had on site environmental conditions in the three years since the slabs were removed.  
Most significantly, results of soil samples taken in July of 2019 in the same locations 
where TCE was identified at low levels in 2016 indicate no measurable levels of TCE 
present in the soil in those areas, with the exception of one estimated “J” value result of 
1.6J µg/Kg.  The table below illustrates the TCE concentrations in the same soil locations in 
2016, and again 2019: 
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Sample 
Location 

2016 Sample 
Results 

2019 Sample 
Results 

S-B2 78 Non-detect 

S-B8 25 Non-detect 

S-B11 140 Non-detect 

S-B16 41 Non-detect 

S-B19 56 Non-detect 

S-B20 52 1.6J 

 
  Additionally, the slab removal has resulted in the following: 

 

• In 2015, Mid-Atlantic took sub-slab soil vapor samples.  Those samples indicated 
extremely high concentrations of TCE in the soil vapors.  After the slabs were removed, 
Arcadis took over 1,000 PID readings to get a sense of VOCs in soil vapor.  Most PID 
readings were non-detect.  The PID readings that indicated any presence of VOCs, 
indicated VOCs at extremely low concentrations, demonstrating that removal of the slab 
caused significant amounts of VOCs trapped beneath the slab to volatilize.    

• Slab removal has allowed for solar heating of the former building area that promotes 
additional volatilization. This likely is the primary mechanism to have caused the 
complete attenuation of TCE concentrations in soil in the six locations where TCE had 
exceeded the PoG Screening Criteria but now is no longer present, with the only 
exception being the 1.6J µg/Kg result, at a concentration well below the PoG Screening 
Criteria.   

• Slab removal has allowed for the introduction of nutrients through the soil column to 
groundwater that promote the natural attenuation of TCE and related constituents in 
groundwater and saturated soil. 

• Removal of the slabs has allowed AVX and Corning direct access to inspect the soil and 
to conduct soil and groundwater sampling.  During and after slab removal, AVX and 
Corning were able to conduct detailed inspections of the underside of the slabs and of 
the soil beneath the slab.  AVX’s PID investigation followed by its soil sampling are good 
examples.  Had the slabs remained in place, AVX, as a practical matter, could not been 
as thorough in its investigation where it took 1,000 PID readings and 70 soil samples, 
which demonstrated that no “hot spots” or sources of soil contamination existed in 
unsaturated soil beneath the slabs.  That indication is bolstered by the fact that 
Corning’s sampling in 2018 indicated all samples were below the PoG Screening 
Criteria, and AVX’s sampling in 2019 indicated that TCE concentrations in soil are no 
longer present except for the one 1.6J µg/Kg result.  Corning’s 2018 soil and 
groundwater sampling in the former building area is another good example.  After AVX 
submitted its 2017 Soil Investigation Report, Corning decided to take soil samples and 
install groundwater wells in the locations where the highest TCE concentrations were 
found in soil.  Corning’s soil sample results indicated no TCE concentrations above any 
regulatory thresholds, which further indicates that no “hot spots” or sources of TCE are 
present in soil in the former building area. Another good example is that in July of 2019, 
AVX took additional soil samples that indicate almost complete attenuation of TCE from 
the soils where TCE concentrations were once identified. 
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• Removal of the slabs allowed AVX to identify and remediate the only location of soil 
impacts identified in the former building area through investigation and sampling, the 
area containing small amounts of powdered blue/green metallic oxide mixed in soil.  Had 
the slabs not been removed, AVX would not have known the extent of impacts in that 
area and would not have known to remediate that area. 

Regarding Corning’s contention that storm water infiltration might impact the aquifer’s 
hydraulic capture zone and thus reduce the ability of Corning’s capture zone to capture 
contamination for treatment, Arcadis has seen no evidence of this speculation.  Further, as 
discussed in detail in Arcadis’ 2019 Technical Rationale Supplement, storm water infiltration 
actually is having a beneficial effect on site conditions, including Corning’s soil and groundwater 
contamination in and underlying the former building area.  Long ago, when AVX informed 
Corning that AVX believed there were multiple sources of Corning’s TCE contamination at the 
Property, Corning assured AVX that Corning’s remedial design “would be sufficient to take care 
of all the contamination currently known on the site, no matter what the source area is.”  
(Exhibit 6 at NP001049) 

AVX did not Cause or Contribute to Contamination at the Property  
 
As noted above, AVX did not use or release TCE at the Property.  Thus, AVX could not 

have caused, and did not cause, TCE contamination at the Property.  As part of the Federal 
Court litigation, AVX commissioned Arcadis and GEL Engineering, another well-respected 
environmental consulting and engineering firm, to examine the data and evidence and give AVX 
(and the Federal Court) an opinion as to whether AVX caused or contributed to any 
contamination at the Property.  Arcadis and GEL issued an expert report in which both firms 
jointly concluded that AVX did not use TCE at the Property and did not cause any TCE 
contamination at the Property.  That expert report has been filed with the Federal Court and is 
on the public docket.  The Arcadis/GEL expert report is enclosed as Exhibit 28.  The expert 
report meticulously analyzes all the evidence and scientific data regarding the Property, 
including Corning and AVX employee testimony, hazardous waste reports, NCDEQ inspection 
reports, soil and groundwater data and other information.  We encourage you to review this 
expert report closely and will not describe it in detail in this letter.  However, we do wish to 
highlight a few points from that report that, among other evidence, conclusively demonstrate 
that AVX did not use TCE in its operations or cause TCE contamination at the Property. 

 

• As discussed above, in 1987, prior to AVX’s acquisition of the Property, AVX’s 
representative Mary Elizabeth Ford, a senior environmental professional and employee 
of the law firm of Nixon Hargrave DeVans & Doyle, conducted a Preacquisition 
Environmental Audit and oversaw a limited soil vapor assessment conducted by 
Corning’s contractor, H&A of New York (H&A).  These activities determined that: 
 

o Corning was operating an illegal injection well connected to Corning’s chemical 
storage building. 

o According to Corning employees, TCE was used by Corning in the manufacturing 
process only from approximately 1965-1972, and then Corning ceased use of 
TCE.  

o Corning released TCE at the Property during approximately 1965-1972.  
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o There was no TCE being used at the Property in 1987 based on a specific TCE 
investigation by Ms. Ford that included a Property inspection and Corning 
employee interviews regarding prior Corning TCE usage at the Property. 

o The soil vapor testing in 1987 confirmed substantial chemical releases by 
Corning via the illegal injection well, including TCE, prior to AVX’s ownership of 
the Property.  The testing was limited in its capability to determine the extent of 
identified contamination at depth as it was largely limited to identification of 
contaminants in near surface soil.  However, in 1987, low TCE soil vapor 
concentrations were detected in several samples next to the main plant building 
indicating the presence of TCE in these areas.  (Exhibit 5 at CorningDef-
00024863-64)  Groundwater sampling has confirmed the presence of TCE at 
depth directly beneath and around portions of the main plant building as 
indicated by this 1987 soil vapor testing, and later groundwater testing in January 
1989.  (See Exhibit 6 at NP001049-NP001050, NP001573-NP001574) 
 

• Former Corning and AVX employees who worked at the Property from the early 1970’s 
to the year the manufacturing plant closed in 2013 have stated that they were not aware 
of use of TCE by Corning after 1972 (from 1973 to 1987), or any use of TCE by AVX at 
all (from the year AVX acquired the Site in 1987 to the present).  These former Corning 
and AVX employees include an engineering manager, an environmental engineer, a shift 
foreman, plant managers, an environmental manager charged with chemical waste 
inventory, management, and disposal, a corporate safety manager, and environmental 
management employees.  We are not aware of a single Corning or AVX employee who 
remembers any use of TCE at the Property after 1972.  

• Review of plant files including Hazardous Waste Annual Reports, disposal manifests, 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Inspections conducted by North 
Carolina regulatory personnel, and Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) only identified 
offsite disposal of less than 1 gallon of virgin TCE by Corning in 1987 (shipped off-site 
for disposal as part of a lab pack before AVX purchased the Property), and none by 
AVX, confirming the information gathered by Ms. Ford in 1987 and the testimony of the 
former Corning and AVX employees.  In fact, the only DEQ annual RCRA inspection 
report that specifically references TCE was on December 21, 1987 (a little over one 
month after AVX bought the Property from Corning) and the State RCRA inspector 
specifically concluded that TCE was not being used at the Property, describing 
TCE usage on the inspection form as “N/A”.  (See Exhibit 29 at AVX002045, 
AVX002048) 

• Groundwater sampling performed by Corning in 1989 as a result of the Audit identified 
what appeared to be at least two areas of groundwater contamination, one associated 
with the illegal injection well and the other related to an unknown Corning source 
upgradient from the illegal injection well and closer to the plant building.   

• During investigations of the Site conducted from 1989 through 2017, groundwater 
sampling of monitoring wells installed upgradient and sidegradient of the illegal injection 
well have confirmed the presence of an upgradient and/or sidegradient TCE source(s) 
first indicated by the soil vapor testing in 1987 and later by the first groundwater 
sampling at the Site in January 1989.  In its March 14, 1989 letter to Corning, NCDEQ 
noted that Corning’s March 2, 1989 groundwater contamination assessment report 
regarding the January 1989 sampling indicated that “the groundwater below the facility 
and downgradient of the illegal injection well has been impacted.”) (Exhibit 2 at 
CorningDef-00009593) (emphasis added) 
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These are but a few examples of the mountain of evidence supporting the fact that AVX 

did not use TCE in its operations or cause TCE contamination at the Property.  Regarding the 
metallic material that Arcadis identified and remediated during the slab removal, Arcadis 
concluded that the material was caused by Corning’s operations.  (See Exhibit 16 at 15)  
Nonetheless, Arcadis covered, and ultimately removed the metallic material in accordance with 
Arcadis’ sub-slab investigation plan.  AVX is seeking reimbursement from Corning for Arcadis’ 
removal of the metallic material in the Federal Court litigation.  The metallic material no longer 
remains in the soil and has not been identified in groundwater at the Property. 

 
Again, we hope this letter addresses DEQ’s concerns regarding storm water infiltration 

and responsibility for investigation and remediation at the Property.  Please let us know if you 
have any questions or require additional information.  We look forward to meeting with you to 
discuss these points in more detail. 

 
With best regards,  

 
Kevin A. Dunlap 

 
Enclosures 

cc: Jay Osborne (with enclosures via electronic mail)  
 
 
 



 Kevin A. Dunlap 
Partner 

Telephone: 864.253.6105 

Direct Fax: 864.591.2050 

kevindunlap@parkerpoe.com 

 Atlanta, GA 

Charleston, SC 
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Columbia, SC 

Greenville, SC 
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October 21, 2019 

 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL (james.bateson@ncdenr.gov) 
AND HAND DELIVERY 

James Bateson 
Chief, Superfund Section, NCDEQ 
217 West Jones Street 
Raleigh, North Carolina  27603 

Re: Former Corning Glass/AVX Raleigh Property 
 3900 Electronics Drive, Raleigh, Wake County 
 NCD003195161 
 
Dear Mr. Bateson: 

 
We write on behalf of AVX Corporation (“AVX”) in response to your letter dated 

September 17, 2019 regarding the above-referenced property (the “Property”).  Our response 
gives us the opportunity to:  (1) give you an update on the Court’s most recent Order in the 
Federal Court litigation regarding Corning’s responsibility for contamination at the Property; (2) 
provide you the information you requested; and (3) respond to Corning’s August 29, 2019 and 
October 15, 2019 letters to you regarding the storm water issue. 
  
September 26, 2019 Order in Federal Court Litigation 
 

We wish to begin with a very significant event in the Federal Court litigation regarding 
the Property because it exposes, and finally puts to an end, Corning’s effort to distract NCDEQ’s 
focus from the most important issue – getting the Property cleaned up.  On September 26, 
2019, the Federal Court entered an Order (the “Federal Court Order”) that answers the question 
of whether AVX used or released TCE at the Property.  The answer is “No.”  I have attached the 
Federal Court Order to this letter as Exhibit A.  In short, the Federal Court completely 
rejected and dismissed Corning’s claim that AVX used or released TCE at the Property 
for lack of evidence.  As you may recall, the mantlepiece of Corning’s argument to NCDEQ at 
least since 2013 has been that, according to Corning, “AVX used TCE at the Site and caused 
massive contamination.”  (See for example Corning September 11, 2019 Letter at 4, attached 
as Exhibit B; Corning August 29, 2019 Letter at 3-4, Exhibit C).   
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For the past four years, Corning has directed a massive litigation effort at attempting to 
cobble together some evidence that AVX used or released TCE at the Property.  Corning’s 
massive litigation effort included participating in nearly 40 depositions, conducting numerous 
rounds of environmental sampling, reviewing plant records, reviewing state inspection records, 
issuing multiple third-party subpoenas and hiring compound-specific isotope analysis (“CSIA”) 
and other “expert” witnesses.  After four years and enormous expenditures on this single issue, 
the Federal Court reviewed every bit of “evidence” that Corning offered and flatly 
rejected Corning’s claim that AVX used or released TCE at the Property.  In other words, 
Corning caused all the contamination at the Property and is responsible for cleaning all of it up.  
The Federal Court’s Order is discussed in more detail below. 

 
Corning’s Methodical and Intentional Strategy to Shift the Blame to AVX 
 
In 2013 (and perhaps earlier), Corning developed an internal strategy to shift the blame 

for environmental contamination at the Property from Corning to AVX.  According to internal 
Corning communications, Corning scheduled a meeting with NCDEQ in 2014 for the express 
purpose of discussing AVX’s alleged “division of responsibility” for contamination at the 
Property.  (See Exhibit D)  Corning’s environmental consultant, Daniel Shields of AMEC (now 
Wood)1, and a Corning representative2 met with NCDEQ to discuss Corning’s allegation that 
AVX used and released TCE at the Property.  In an internal technical memorandum from Wood 
to Corning, Wood described Corning’s further internal strategy to limit the area of the Property to 
be included in the REC Program rather than including the entire Property.  That strategy was “to 
limit Corning’s exposure to other potential releases that AVX may have caused.”  (Exhibit E at 
2)   

Corning followed up its meeting with NCDEQ in 2014 by entering the REC Program in 
2015, and entering into an REC Administrative Agreement with NCDEQ under false 
pretenses.3  At Corning’s insistence, the REC Administrative Agreement between Corning and 
NCDEQ does not address the entire Property, but rather only an approximately 11-acre 
“outparcel” of the approximately 34-acre Property.  Corning’s basis for insisting on limiting the 
REC Administrative Agreement to the “outparcel” was Corning’s internal strategy to argue that 
AVX used and released TCE in other areas of the Property, including in the area of the 
manufacturing building on the Property. 

 
In Corning’s periodic status reports to NCDEQ under the REC Program, Corning 

repeatedly argued that AVX, not Corning, was responsible for the TCE contamination in the 
former building area of the Property.  For example, Corning’s March 2, 2018 Status Update to 
                                                
1 As you know, NCDEQ banned Mr. Shields for life from the REC Program and fined Wood 
$6,500 for making false statements, representations and certifications to NCDEQ regarding 
Corning’s entry into the REC Program. 
2 As you also know, NCDEQ issued a Notice of Violation to Corning for making false 
statements, representations and certifications to NCDEQ regarding Corning’s entry into the 
REC Program.  The Corning senior environmental engineer who made the false statements, 
representations and certifications to NCDEQ, Christy Hannan, is the same Corning engineer 
who developed the internal strategy and met with NCDEQ in 2014, in an attempt to shift the 
blame for the contamination on the Property to AVX. 
3 NCDEQ issued Enforcement Orders to Shields and Wood, and a Notice of Violation to Corning 
for Shields’, Wood’s and Corning’s false statements, representations and certifications in 
support of Corning’s application to enter the REC Program.  
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NCDEQ reads:  “We request NCDEQ assistance in addressing the impacts on the AVX 
Property caused by AVX’s operations that are not associated with Corning’s responsibilities 
under the AA.”  (Exhibit F)  

 
In 2018, Corning prepared a remedial investigation report (“RIR”) pursuant to the REC 

Administrative Agreement.  In the 2018 RIR, Corning again attempted to shift the blame to AVX.  
Corning wrote:   
 

However, without NCDEQ’s assistance to require AVX to address its upgradient 
source areas beneath the Former AVX Building Footprint, Corning will not be able to 
fully remediate subsurface COC impacts at the AA-Site. Corning requests that the 
NCDEQ require AVX to investigate and remediate the upgradient source areas 
beneath the Former AVX Building Footprint to prevent the continuing and future 
migration of VOC and other COC impacts from the source areas beneath the Former 
AVX Building Footprint onto the AA-Site.   

 

(Excerpt of 2018 RIR at Exhibit G) 
 

As the litigation continued and Corning’s claim that AVX used and released TCE at the 
Property began to unravel, Corning became increasingly aggressive and accusatory in its 
communications with NCDEQ regarding this issue.  In Corning’s letters to NCDEQ dated June 
15, 2019, August 29, 2019, and September 11, 2019,4 Corning demanded that NCDEQ take 
action against AVX because, according to Corning, AVX used and released massive 
contamination at the Property (a claim that the Federal Court has flatly rejected).  Some of 
Corning’s more outrageous statements and demands to NCDEQ in Corning’s letters are cited 
below:   

 

• In Corning’s June 15, 2019 letter to NCDEQ, Corning accused NCDEQ of “acting 
as a litigation surrogate for AVX”; and then argued “[i]nexplicably, NCDEQ has 
afforded AVX lax treatment despite its contamination of the site with TCE and 
other chemicals.”  Corning then complained bitterly that Corning “has been 
working to counteract the TCE contamination caused by AVX,” and that most of 
Corning’s costs “have been incurred cleaning up AVX’s discharges of TCE.”  
(Exhibit H at 5)  The Federal Court flatly rejected Corning’s claim that AVX 
used or discharged any TCE at the Property, so all costs Corning has 
incurred are solely Corning’s responsibility.   

• In Corning’s August 29, 2019 letter to NCDEQ, Corning makes a bold statement:  
“AVX unquestionably used TCE in its operations at the Raleigh Site.”  (Exhibit C 
at 3)  The Federal Court certainly questioned what Corning saw as 
“unquestionable,” and then threw out Corning’s “unquestionable” claim 
completely.  Corning also attempted to explain to NCDEQ in detail Corning’s 
“evidence” that AVX allegedly used and released TCE at the Property.  (Exhibit 
C at 3-4)  The Federal Court reviewed in detail every piece of Corning’s 
“evidence” and rejected all of it.  

                                                
4 AVX has significant concerns regarding all the baseless claims, arguments and allegations in 
Corning’s three letters, but only addresses certain of them in this letter to the extent they relate 
to Corning’s baseless position that AVX used and released TCE at the Property. 
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• Also in Corning’s August 29, 2019 letter, Corning argued that “the only logical 
conclusion is that AVX caused massive TCE contamination at or near the 
manufacturing building and is now trying to push it off onto Corning’s parcel.  
NCDEQ needs to act now and put a stop to this illegal conduct.”  (Exhibit C at 4)  
These statements are beyond the pale.  First, according to the Federal Court, 
the only logical conclusion is that AVX did not use or release TCE at the 
Property.  It is Corning, not AVX, who clearly is trying to shift the blame 
here.  Second, Corning has the audacity to call AVX’s conduct “illegal” and then 
demands that NCDEQ take action against AVX.  AVX has engaged in no illegal 
conduct.  Further, in light of the Federal Court Order and the Enforcement 
Orders and NOV against Corning and its consultants, NCDEQ should be 
taking action against Corning for Corning’s illegal misconduct. 

• Also in Corning’s August 29, 2019 letter, Corning informed NCDEQ that its 
“expert” Mr. David Duncklee had determined that “more than 95% of the TCE 
that is today found on the entire Raleigh Site was released by AVX.”  (Exhibit C 
at 4)  The Federal Court rejected Duncklee’s determination, and even 
excluded Mr. Duncklee from testifying about his conclusions.  Corning’s 
purported “expert” has no credibility.  His conclusion that AVX caused 95% 
of the contamination is now completely debunked.  The Federal Court 
determined that there was not sufficient evidence that AVX caused any of 
the contamination at the Property.  Corning similarly has no credibility by 
offering this ridiculous opinion since the Federal Court has dismissed this 
opinion for lack of evidence.  Corning should be embarrassed that it 
attempted, again and again, to shift the blame to AVX with these worthless 
opinions and junk science.   

• In Corning’s September 11, 2019 letter to NCDEQ, Corning calls AVX 
“irresponsible” because AVX allegedly had “ignored the significant evidence 
unearthed in the litigation that AVX used TCE during its operations and caused at 
least 95% (by mass) of the TCE contamination that currently remains in 
groundwater on the site.”  (Exhibit B at 4)  Corning, not AVX, is the 
irresponsible company here by attempting to shift the blame to AVX with 
no credible or supporting evidence.  Again, the Federal Court rejected Mr. 
Duncklee’s conclusion that AVX caused 95% of the contamination and 
instead dismissed Corning’s claim for lack of evidence.  In fact, the Court 
concluded that Mr. Duncklee’s opinions were not reliable.  Incidentally, 
Corning claims that AVX has “repeatedly ignored NCDEQ’s and the EPA’s 
requests that it meaningfully participate in the remediation of the site.”  (Exhibit 
B at 4)  EPA has never requested that AVX participate in remediation of the site.  
This simply is a fabrication by Corning.5   

                                                
5 NCDEQ has sent AVX Notices of Regulatory Requirements over time as the Property owner, 
but AVX’s position always has been that Corning is responsible for the contamination on the 
Property, and therefore responsible for cleaning it up.  The Federal Court Order confirms AVX’s 
long-held position. 
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Of course we now know that Corning’s attempt to shift the blame to AVX lacks all 
credibility.  The Federal Court examined every single one of Corning’s arguments and 
purported “evidence” that Corning offered to show that AVX used and released TCE at the 
Property, and flatly rejected all of it.  It is striking that Corning’s purported “expert” witness, 
David Duncklee, actually came to the ludicrous conclusion that AVX caused 95% of the TCE 
contamination at the Property, when the Federal Court excluded Mr. Duncklee’s testimony, 
and concluded that Corning had not offered sufficient evidence that AVX had used or released 
any TCE at the Property.  As discussed below, the Court rejected all of Corning’s purported 
experts regarding the issue of whether AVX released contamination at the Property, including 
Corning’s purported CSIA expert Sylvia Mancini; and of course, rejected the opinions of David 
Duncklee as unreliable.   

 
What the Court found compelling when it dismissed Corning’s claim that AVX used and 

released TCE at the Property were the following, among many other compelling facts: 
 

• Not a single Corning or AVX employee who worked at the manufacturing plant on the 
Property testified that AVX used or released TCE at the Property.  The Court wrote:  
“It is significant to this determination that no witness has testified in deposition to 
using, spilling, releasing, or disposing TCE at the Property at any time during 
plaintiff’s [AVX’s] ownership of the Property.  No witness testified in deposition even 
to observing TCE present at the property, entering the property, or leaving the 
property, during that time.”  (Federal Court Order (Exhibit 1) at 43) 

• Not a single NCDEQ inspection ever noted TCE usage at the Property.  In fact, at 
least one NCDEQ inspection report during AVX’s operations actually noted that TCE 
was absent from the plant.  The Court wrote:  “It also is significant to the court’s 
analysis of the issue of plaintiff’s TCE releases that state environmental and waste 
inspection reports do not mention any releases, disposals, receipts, or use of TCE by 
plaintiff [AVX] at the Property.”  (Federal Court Order at 45) 

• AVX’s due diligence prior to its purchase of the Property identified multiple sources 
of TCE at the Property that were caused by Corning, including massive TCE 
contamination at Corning’s illegal injection well.  (See Federal Court Order at 49-51) 

• The Court excluded Corning’s purported CSIA expert, Sylvia Mancini, from the case 
because “[t]he expert opinions of Mancini are not relevant because they would not 
assist the trier of fact in determining the material issue presented by the instant 
motion, namely whether plaintiff [AVX] used or released TCE at the Property.”  
(Federal Court Order at 53) 

• Importantly, the Court rejected Mr. Duncklee’s opinions on two separate 
grounds, because they were irrelevant and because they were unreliable.  For 
example, as to Duncklee’s unreliability, the Court wrote:  “In addition, and in the 
alternative to a relevancy determination, Duncklee’s opinions premised upon CSIA 
evidence are not reliable.”  (Federal Court Order at 56)  The Court chastised 
Duncklee’s use of a completely untested and unreliable method of purportedly 
determining timing of TCE releases using biodegradation: 
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Duncklee’s application of this biodegradation analysis to the CSIA data 
under the circumstances of this case, however, is not [a] reliable 
method for determining timing of TCE releases or what entity caused 
TCE releases.  In particular, application of this biodegradation 
technique in the manner used by Duncklee has not been tested, has not 
been subjected to peer review or publication, has an extremely high 
potential rate of error, is not subject to any standards controlling the 
techniques’ operation, and has not received general acceptance within 
the relevant scientific or expert community. 

(Federal Court Order at 57)  In other words, Duncklee created his own entirely 
unscientific, unreviewed, untested and unreliable set of opinions outside the 
general acceptance of the scientific community, and attempted to convince 
NCDEQ that AVX caused 95% of the contamination, when in fact the Court 
dismissed Corning’s claim that AVX caused any contamination for lack of 
evidence.  Again, both Corning and Duncklee should be embarrassed for 
aggressively demanding that NCDEQ take action against AVX based on these 
ridiculous, unscientific opinions, claims and conclusions.   

The takeaway from Corning’s actions dating back to 2013 (and perhaps before), 
including Corning’s decision to offer the unscientific, unreviewed, untested and unreliable 
opinions of David Duncklee, is that neither Corning nor Duncklee can be trusted.  We 
respectfully submit that NCDEQ should examine very carefully Corning’s arguments and claims 
in its August 29, 2019 and October 15, 2019 letters, and in the future, particularly those 
arguments and claims that Corning asserts most aggressively, as time has revealed that 
Corning’s most aggressive arguments and claims are the ones that ultimately have the least 
basis and the least credibility.  At the end of the day, the Federal Court’s Order finally makes 
clear that AVX did not use or release TCE at the Property.  Corning caused all contamination at 
the Property and Corning is responsible for cleaning it up.   

Oddly, Corning remains in denial that it caused all contamination at the Property.  Just 
last week, on October 15, 2019, Corning submitted another status report to NCDEQ similar to 
the March 2018 status report discussed above.  In the October 15, 2019 status report, Corning 
wrote: 

 
Wood again requests NCDEQ assistance in addressing the environmental impacts on 
the AVX Property that are not associated with Corning’s responsibilities under the 
Administrative Agreement (AA). This condition has been previously documented and 
continues to impact the implementation of a remedy, creating a costly, time prohibitive, 
and technically impractical situation for the final remedy, which will be designed to 
remediate only the Portion of Corning Glass Works Site included in the AA. The 
currently planned activities will help Wood evaluate potential methods for cutting off the 
migration of contaminants from beneath the former AVX building footprint onto the AA 
Site. The extensive groundwater contamination emanating from the former AVX 
building footprint, which Wood documented in the RIR Report, is not Corning’s 
responsibility under the AA. 

 
(Exhibit I)  This status report was written after the Federal Court’s September 26, 2019 Order.  
Corning’s October 15, 2019 status report finally deletes all of Corning’s earlier accusations that 
AVX is responsible for the contamination, but still takes the position that the contamination 
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under the former building is not Corning’s responsibility.  It appears that there is nothing 
that will cause Corning to accept responsibility for its contamination, not science, not admissions 
from Corning’s own employees that Corning used and spilled TCE at the Property and AVX did 
not, not a purchase agreement requiring Corning to clean up the Property, and not even a 
Federal Court Order. 
 
 It is important to note that the Federal Court’s Order does bear on the storm water issue 
you raised in your September 17, 2019 letter in two critical ways.  First, as noted above, Corning 
argued that AVX allegedly caused “massive” contamination in the former building area (95% of 
the contamination), and that storm water infiltration of AVX’s alleged contamination has 
exacerbated Corning’s contamination near the illegal injection well.  The Federal Court rejected 
Corning’s claim that AVX caused contamination at the Property so it is now clear that because 
AVX did not cause contamination in the former building area, no contamination from AVX did, or 
could have exacerbated Corning’s contaminated groundwater plume under the former building 
area and at the illegal injection well.   
 

Second, Corning’s and Duncklee’s credibility are utterly destroyed.  Corning has made 
impassioned and indignant arguments that AVX used and released TCE at the Property, even 
going so far as to say that “the only logical conclusion was” that AVX caused contamination at 
the Property.  Corning even found and hired purported “experts,” including Sylvia Mancini and 
David Duncklee, who would were willing to support Corning’s baseless position using 
unscientific, unreviewed, untested and unreliable “expert” opinions.  The Court has rejected 
Corning’s arguments and excluded Duncklee’s and Mancini’s testimony and thus, NCDEQ 
should not give any weight to Corning’s or Duncklee’s arguments or purported “logic” going 
forward, particularly with respect to the storm water issue given that Corning’s approach to the 
issue has been simply to ignore AVX. 
   
Information You Requested in Your September 17, 2019 letter 
 

Turning to the information you requested in your September 17, 2019 letter, we address 
each of your requests in turn. 
 

Communications with Corning Regarding Storm Water Conveyance Piping 
 
 You requested details as to whether we had recently contacted Corning regarding AVX’s 
installation of the conveyance piping.  The answer is “Yes.”  After we received your initial letter 
regarding the storm water piping dated May 28, 2019, AVX approached Corning for a third time 
on August 16, 2019 in yet another attempt to work through the storm water issue with Corning.  
In our e-mail to Corning on August 16, 2019 (attached as Exhibit J), we wrote the following: 
 

Also, after providing you with Arcadis’ post slab removal stormwater sampling 
results, I asked on March 9, 2018 the status of Corning’s approval for access to 
install the last section of the storm water conveyance piping across the property 
Corning leases from AVX.  You did not respond.  On October 15, 2018, I asked 
Danielle for an update on the status of Corning’s approval for access to install the 
last section of the storm water conveyance piping.  Danielle did not 
respond.  DEQ has inquired regarding the status of the storm water conveyance 
system.  We sent you DEQ’s May 28 inquiry.  We need to go ahead and lay the 
last section of piping.  We recently responded to DEQ’s May 28 inquiry and 
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provided favorable soil sampling results from the former building area.  We 
provided you with our response to DEQ and the favorable sampling 
results.  These sampling results should make Corning even more comfortable 
that installation of the last section of conveyance piping will not adversely impact 
site conditions.  I ask you for the third time, please provide an update of the 
status of Corning’s approval so we can finish the stormwater conveyance system 
and close our permits with the City of Raleigh. 

 
Again, and for a third time, Corning completely ignored our e-mail.  We are at a loss as to why 
Corning will not even give AVX the courtesy of a response to our inquiries on this issue.  
Instead, Corning sent you a letter on August 29, 2019 in an attempt to shift the blame to AVX, 
and most recently sent you a letter on October 15, 2019.  In its letters, Corning provides 
absolutely no explanation as to why Corning simply continues to ignore AVX (we respond to 
Corning’s August 29, 2019 and October 15, 2019 letters in more detail below).     
 

Putting aside Corning’s lack of common courtesy and professionalism, AVX determined 
that after three futile attempts to gain Corning’s permission to lay the last section of conveyance 
piping, AVX had no choice but to take contractual and judicial action to resolve this storm water 
issue.  AVX gave notice to Corning that Corning is in breach of its lease by continuing to 
interfere with and obstruct AVX’s efforts to install the last section of storm water conveyance 
piping.  (See Notice of Breach of Lease, Exhibit K)  Further, AVX has filed a motion with the 
Federal Court for a Temporary Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction, that would prohibit 
Corning from continuing to interfere with and obstruct AVX’s efforts.  (See Motion for Temporary 
Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction, and Supporting Memorandum of Law, Exhibit L).  
We are hopeful that the motion will get Corning’s attention since AVX has been unable to do so. 
 

Storm Water Infiltration 
 
In your September 17, 2019 letter, you note that “the resultant increased volume of 

infiltrating water is causing an increased hydraulic head in this area and likely causing the 
existing contaminated groundwater located beneath the former building, and the contaminated 
groundwater located beneath the area leased by Corning, to migrate further.”  You also note 
that it is “universally understood” that allowing standing water to infiltrate contaminated areas 
has “negative impacts.”  Your statements caused AVX concern and prompted AVX to reach out 
to two well-respected environmental professionals to evaluate these points.  AVX engaged two 
well-respected environmental consulting and engineering professionals to evaluate whether the 
infiltration of storm water in the former building area would have exacerbated or had a negative 
impact on Corning’s contaminated groundwater plume.   

 
I have enclosed two letter reports, one from Arcadis (Exhibit M), and one from GEL 

Engineering (Exhibit N).  Both Arcadis and GEL conclude generally that it is not universally 
understood that storm water infiltration has a negative impact on contaminated groundwater 
plumes.  As you will see in the letter reports, Arcadis and GEL describe numerous instances in 
which storm water infiltration into a contaminated groundwater plume has beneficial effects on 
the contamination and, in many cases, is the preferred remedy to clean up the contamination.  
Further, the reports specifically conclude that if infiltration of the temporary and sporadic storm 
water at the Property is increasing the hydraulic head, the infiltration is only causing a benefit to 
the overall cleanup, not a detriment, given the short time that the building slabs have been 
removed, the groundwater velocity, Corning’s system of recovery wells and volume of 
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groundwater pumped, the volume of ponding storm water versus the amount of groundwater 
Corning pumping, and other factors. 

 
The Arcadis Report concludes as follows: 
 

• There are many examples in which infiltration or injection of water within the footprint of 
an area of impacted groundwater, including groundwater impacted by TCE or CVOC, is 
not negative.  In fact, such infiltration and injection-based techniques are both desired 
and designed as a component of successful remedies.  Therefore, although there could 
be situations where infiltration or injection of water into a plume may be negative, 
Arcadis disagrees with the NCDEQ’s statement that infiltration or injection into a plume 
is “universally understood” to be a negative impact.  That is particularly true at the 
Property where the infiltration of temporary and sporadic ponded water actually is having 
a positive effect on site conditions based on the data and models.    

• Corning’s consultants have not provided any evidence that infiltration of water through 
the footprint of the former building basement has had negative consequences.  On the 
contrary, Corning’s consultants’ data only support the conclusion that the temporary 
ponding of water in the footprint of the former building basement has had no measurable 
negative hydraulic effect.  Furthermore, groundwater quality has improved over the 
period between July 2018 and August 2019.  Given the proximity of the transient and 
sporadic ponding in the western portion of the former building basement to several wells 
within or near the former building basement footprint and the relatively shallow depth to 
groundwater in the former building basement (approximately 10 feet), the infiltration 
through the former building basement footprint may have had some positive contribution 
to the water quality improvement. 

• Given the location of the ponding and related infiltration relative to the shallow zone TCE 
plume, Arcadis concludes that the hydraulic effect would be positive in that it would tend 
to constrain the plume on its eastern edge and tend to direct flow more toward Corning’s 
recovery wells to the south. Corning’s own consultant, Duncklee, stated in his November 
2, 2018 expert report that infiltration of surface water into the former building basement 
is creating this positive effect in that it “… is accelerating the flow of TCE and other 
contaminants dissolved in groundwater from beneath the Former AVX Building footprint 
towards the Outparcel and the Corning remediation system.”  Although Arcadis believes 
the magnitude of that effect would be minor, Arcadis agrees that any effect on changing 
flow direction and speed toward Corning’s recovery wells would be considered positive.  

• The volume of the additional transient and sporadic infiltration due to ponding in the 
former building basement area is far less than the groundwater flow volume into the 
footprint of the catchment area of the former building basement.  Furthermore, the 
calculated additional infiltration volumes caused by ponding is dwarfed by the volumes of 
water recovered by Corning and further dwarfed by the three-fold greater volume that 
Corning is permitted to treat and discharge. 

•  Although it is clear that there are no negative effects and likely many positive effects 
from the infiltration of ponded water into the former building basement, Arcadis still 
recommends that the best course of action is to complete the Grading Plan that was 
approved by the City of Raleigh and close the Permits.   
 

(Exhibit M at 15-16) 
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The GEL Report concludes as follows: 
 

• AVX removed the building slab in 2016 with a high degree of care and diligence to 
ensure any potentially significant soil impacts could be quickly and appropriately 
addressed. 

• Following slab removal, soil screening at over 1,000 locations with laboratory analysis at 
70 conservatively biased locations determined that soil was suitable for direct contact. 

• TCE in seven samples exceeded PoG concentrations.  These concentrations were not 
significant given the extremely limited occurrence and the known presence of a TCE 
groundwater plume downgradient of the former building with TCE concentrations orders 
of magnitude higher. 

• Subsequent soil sampling in 2018 and 2019 identified no COPCs exceeding any 
screening level, including samples collected from the same approximate locations as the 
previous PoG exceedances.  This finding is consistent with the improved conditions 
favorable for TCE reduction caused by removal of the slab. 

• Arcadis’s design to regrade the site is technically sound.  There is no technical basis to 
prevent completion of the Grading Plan and allow surface water to flow to the same 
drainage area as it has historically. 

• Ponding and infiltration of rainwater in the former building footprint has had no adverse 
environmental effects on soil or groundwater quality.  On the contrary, effects on soil or 
groundwater quality caused by the slab removal have been positive.  

• The data do not show changes to groundwater flow or TCE concentrations potentially 
related to the additional surface water infiltration.   

• Changes in groundwater flow characteristics have been caused by Corning’s 
rehabilitation of its pump and treat system, not infiltration of ponded stormwater, which 
might only have a trivial effect, if any. 

• Changes in TCE concentrations are also likely related to Corning’s increased pumping. 

• Given these facts, removal of the slab has had only positive effects, and there is no 
technical imperative to complete the Grading Plan. 
 

(Exhibit N at 6) 
 
In the end, the temporary condition that Corning has caused by interfering with AVX’s 

installation of the final section of storm water conveyance piping is not having a negative impact 
on the contamination at the Property.  In fact, the data demonstrates that the infiltration is 
having positive effects.  If AVX is successful in pursuing Corning’s cooperation through 
contractual and judicial action and is finally able to install the conveyance piping, AVX’s 
installation of the piping immediately resolves the issue.   
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Response to Corning’s August 29, 2019 Letter 

Much of Corning’s August 29, 2019 response letter is now addressed by the Federal 
Court’s September 26, 2019 Order.  Corning spend half of its letter arguing that AVX used and 
released TCE at the Property.  (See Exhibit C at 1, 3-4)  For example, Paragraphs 1 and 4 of 
Corning’s August 29, 2019 letter argue that AVX caused TCE contamination at the Property.  
Also, in footnote 1 of the letter, Corning indicates that it attached the March and November 2018 
reports of David Duncklee, “which document massive TCE contamination caused by AVX.”  As 
discussed in detail above, the Federal Court completely rejected Corning’s argument that AVX 
used or released TCE at the Property and threw out Duncklee’s opinions altogether.  Therefore, 
NCDEQ can disregard most of Corning’s August 29, 2019 letter. 

Regarding AVX’s engineered storm water grading plan, Corning calls it “half baked.”  
However, the City of Raleigh reviewed and approved the grading plan, issuing the necessary 
permits in 2017.  Thus, what Corning calls “half baked” was, in reality, a carefully engineered 
storm water control system approved by the City of Raleigh.  When Corning objected to the 
previously-approved design, AVX attempted on at least four occasions to modify the design to 
satisfy Corning’s purported concerns (see Exhibits 24-26 of my August 8, 2019 letter to you).  
For example, Corning argues “[d]espite Corning’s requests, AVX never provided plans showing 
how it will avoid damaging Corning’s investigative and remedial systems.”  (Exhibit C at 2)  This 
is wrong.  Corning fails to inform NCDEQ that:  (1) Corning did not even have its own as-built or 
construction drawings for its own investigative and remedial system to provide to AVX; (2) AVX 
absolutely did provide several modified plans offering to move the conveyance piping to avoid 
Corning’s systems; and (3) AVX offered to hand-dig the conveyance pipe trench to avoid the 
risk of damaging Corning’s system since Corning did not even have drawings of its own system. 

In the end, it is evident that no modification or design (not even a design that was 
approved by the City of Raleigh) would satisfy Corning.  As you know, ultimately Corning simply 
ignored AVX’s repeated attempts to engage with Corning on this issue, and Corning continues 
to ignore AVX.  Corning has no credibility to argue that AVX’s City-approved design is “half 
baked” when Corning ignores AVX’s repeated requests to resolve this issue and refuses to 
engage on this issue. 

Corning argues that AVX’s interpretation of the 2019 soil sample results is flawed.  The 
results do not take much interpretation.  In 2017 and 2018, there were decreasing residual 
levels of TCE in soil.  In 2019, the TCE levels had dropped so low that they could not even be 
measured by lab instruments.  This should have made Corning even more comfortable that 
ponding storm water would not negatively impact the on-site stream.  It did not.  Corning simply 
manufactured other excuses.  The Arcadis report attached hereto as Exhibit M, as well as the 
August 7, 2019 Arcadis Report provided to you on August 8, 2019 as Exhibit 16 discusses the 
proper interpretation of the soil sampling results. 

Additionally, it is important to note that residual soil contamination does exist in the area 
of Corning’s contamination in the area of Corning’s former illegal injection well.  While storm 
water has regularly infiltrated the area of Corning’s illegal injection well (away from the former 
building area) since Corning began its purported groundwater cleanup around 1991 (and 
before), Corning apparently does not believe the storm water infiltration in the area of the illegal 
injection well is causing negative effects, even though there are much higher levels of volatile 
organics in that area than there are in the former building area.  The fact is, storm water 
infiltration in the former building area does not cause negative effects.  Corning has avoided the 
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issue of whether storm water infiltration in the area of Corning’s former illegal injection well is 
causing negative effects on its contaminated groundwater plume, but should be made to answer 
that question.  

Response to Corning’s October 15, 2019 Letter 

Corning sent you a somewhat bizarre letter dated October 15, 2019 that can best be 
described as a “preemptive strike.”  (See Exhibit O)  Corning appears to be attempting to 
respond to your September 17, 2019 letter to AVX, even before AVX has had a chance to 
respond by the October 21, 2019 deadline you gave AVX.  What is shockingly absent from 
Corning’s October 15, 2019 letter is any reference to the Federal Court’s September 26, 2019 
Order.  Just over a month ago, Corning was belligerent in its demands that NCDEQ take action 
against AVX because, according to Corning “AVX used TCE at the Site and caused massive 
contamination.”  (Corning September 11, 2019 Letter at 4, attached as Exhibit B; Corning 
August 29, 2019 Letter at 3-4, Exhibit C)  Now the Federal Court has decimated and rejected 
Corning’s claims, but Corning completely ignored the Federal Court Order in Corning’s October 
15, 2019 letter to you, even though the Federal Court Order was entered only three weeks ago.  
One would think that Corning would at least acknowledge to NCDEQ that the Federal Court 
rejected Duncklee’s opinions as unscientific, unreviewed, untested, irrelevant and unreliable, 
and rejected Corning’s claim that AVX used and released TCE at the Property.  Instead, 
Corning stays quiet.  Corning’s intentional omission of this key Federal Court Order in Corning’s 
letter is yet another reason for NCDEQ to question Corning’s credibility and trustworthiness. 

Further, as a Remediating Party in the REC Program, both Corning and the REC (Wood) 
have a duty6 to provide NCDEQ all new information that Corning receives regarding 
environmental conditions at the Property.  Specifically, the REC program requires that the REC 
“shall be objective and truthful in all professional reports, public statements or testimony, and 
shall include all relevant and pertinent information in the reports, statements, or 
testimony when the result of an omission would or reasonably could lead to a fallacious 
conclusion.”  15A N.C.A.C. 13C .0305(b)(8)  The REC program further requires that 
“previously unconsidered facts, data or other information” must be brought to NCDEQ’s 
attention.  15A N.C.A.C. 13C .0305(b)(8)  Rule .0302(c) provides that NCDEQ shall initiate 
enforcement if “any person” violates “any provision” of the REC Rules.   

After the September 26, 2019 Federal Court Order, Corning as the Remediating Party, 
and Wood as the REC both have submitted information regarding the Property to NCDEQ 
(Corning’s October 15 letter and Wood’s October 15 status report), and neither Corning nor 
Wood mentioned or enclosed the Federal Court Order.  Obviously, the Federal Court Order 
contains “previously unconsidered facts, data or other information” that are material to site 
conditions.  For example, the Federal Court Order certainly bears on Wood’s 2018 RIR 
because, as noted above, in the 2018 RIR, Wood concluded that AVX had caused 
contamination in the former AVX building footprint.  (See Excerpt of 2018 RIR at Exhibit G)  
The Federal Court Order now makes Wood’s conclusion fallacious, and Wood failed to provide 
the Federal Court Order to NCDEQ in violation of REC Rule .0305(b)(8). 

In fact, we know that Corning must have provided the Federal Court Order to Wood 
before Wood submitted its October 15, 2019 status report to NCDEQ because the October 15, 

                                                
6 Corning’s and Wood’s duties lie in 15A N.C.A.C. 13C .0302 and 13C .0305, among other REC 
Rules. 
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2019 status report does not contain the baseless allegations that AVX caused TCE 
contamination at the Property like the earlier status reports.  If Corning did not provide the 
Federal Court Order to Wood before Wood submitted its October 15 status report to NCDEQ, 
this raises additional concerns because Corning would have approved the October 15 status 
report7 knowing of the existence of the Federal Court Order, but not informing Wood of the 
Federal Court Order.  In any event, either Corning violated the REC Rules by concealing the 
Federal Court Order from Wood when Corning approved Wood’s October 15 status report, or 
both Wood and Corning violated the REC Rules by failing to submit the Federal Court Order 
with their respective October 15 communications to NCDEQ. 

Plainly, Corning and Wood again are in violation of the REC Rules.  It is important (and 
ironic) to note that this October 15 status report in which Wood failed to mention or provide the 
Federal Court Order, is the very same status report that Wood attached updated certifications of 
REC compliance with the REC Rules.    

Perhaps a more disturbing aspect of Corning’s October 15 letter is that Corning makes a 
statement that is completely false.  Corning’s letter concludes:  “AVX still has not approached 
Corning to discuss Corning’s reasonable concerns and devise a mutually agreeable solution.”  
(Exhibit O at 2)  This is dead wrong.  As discussed above, in response to your May 28, 2019 
letter requesting that AVX divert storm water from the former building area, AVX absolutely 
approached Corning in an attempt to resolve the storm water conveyance issue.  Again, 
on August 16, 2019, AVX contacted Corning as follows (while this communication was quoted 
above, because Corning makes this erroneous statement, it is worth quoting again): 

Also, after providing you with Arcadis’ post slab removal stormwater sampling 
results, I asked on March 9, 2018 the status of Corning’s approval for access to 
install the last section of the storm water conveyance piping across the property 
Corning leases from AVX.  You did not respond.  On October 15, 2018, I asked 
Danielle for an update on the status of Corning’s approval for access to install the 
last section of the storm water conveyance piping.  Danielle did not 
respond.  DEQ has inquired regarding the status of the stormwater conveyance 
system.  We sent you DEQ’s May 28 inquiry.  We need to go ahead and lay the 
last section of piping.  We recently responded to DEQ’s May 28 inquiry and 
provided favorable soil sampling results from the former building area.  We 
provided you with our response to DEQ and the favorable sampling 
results.  These sampling results should make Corning even more comfortable 
that installation of the last section of conveyance piping will not adversely impact 

                                                
7 We know from internal communications obtained in the Federal Court litigation that Corning 
expressly prohibits the REC, Wood, from having any communication with NCDEQ unless that 
communication was previously approved by Corning’s in-house counsel.  Corning’s in-house 
lawyer, Karen Douglas, reprimanded Wood for responding directly to an NCDEQ inquiry 
regarding the Property.  In an e-mail exchange, Douglas told Wood’s RSM that “it is completely 
inappropriate for you to respond without authority from Corning (you don’t have it)” and that 
“[he] seemed to have problems understanding [his] authority level and the process.”  Douglas 
further admonished him “not to communicate with the regulators without contacting me or 
Christy [Hannan, Corning’s Senior Environmental Engineer] first. Hope that is crystal clear.”  
(See Exhibit P)  Therefore, Wood would not have submitted the October 15 status report to 
NCDEQ without Corning having reviewed and approved it first.     
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site conditions.  I ask you for the third time, please provide an update of the 
status of Corning’s approval so we can finish the stormwater conveyance system 
and close our permits with the City of Raleigh.” 

(Exhibit J)  Corning’s October 15 letter states on several occasions that AVX allegedly has not 
approached Corning (which clearly is false as noted by the above e-mail and earlier 
communications).  However, Corning fails to explain to NCDEQ (or AVX) why Corning 
completely ignored all three of AVX’s attempts to approach Corning to devise a mutually 
agreeable solution.  Why did Corning not have the simple courtesy and professionalism to 
respond at all to any AVX’s three requests – any response at all?  AVX is baffled by this and 
perhaps NCDEQ is too.  Corning has yet to explain why it completely ignored AVX’s three 
communications, but again Corning attempts to shift the blame to AVX with no basis 
whatsoever, much as Corning attempted to shift the blame regarding use and releases of TCE 
in the former building area to AVX that the Federal Court flatly rejected. 

It is quite surprising that a company such as Corning would fail to disclose the Federal 
Court Order and make a false statement to NCDEQ in its October 15, 2019 letter.  Or perhaps it 
is not surprising at all since NCDEQ already has concluded that Corning and its environmental 
consultants made false statements, representations and certifications to NCDEQ with respect to 
the REC Program, and we know that Corning has withheld critical information from AVX and 
NCDEQ in the past. 

We close by stating again that Corning and its environmental consultants cannot, and 
should not be trusted.  They have made false statements, representations and certifications to 
NCDEQ on multiple occasions.  Further, they have concocted and provided to NCDEQ “expert” 
opinions that a Federal Court concluded had not been tested, had not been subjected to peer 
review or publication, had an extremely high potential rate of error, were not subject to any 
standards controlling the techniques’ operation, and had not received general acceptance within 
the relevant scientific or expert community.  Further, Corning continues to ignore AVX’s efforts 
to resolve the storm water issue at the Property (but we are seeking a resolution through 
contractual and judicial remedies). 

In the end, we hope this letter addresses NCDEQ’s concerns regarding storm water 
infiltration and responsibility for investigation and remediation at the Property.  We also hope 
that our letter once and for all puts to bed Corning’s distractions regarding AVX’s alleged use 
and release of TCE that the Federal Court flatly rejected, and allows NCDEQ to focus on 
enforcement of Corning’s purported cleanup effort.  Please let us know if you have any 
questions or require additional information.  On several occasions we have requested a meeting 
with you to discuss this issue.  We look forward to meeting with you to discuss these points in 
more detail. 
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With best regards,  

 
Kevin A. Dunlap 

Enclosures 

cc: Jay Osborne (with enclosures via electronic mail)  
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